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The migration of thousands of Guatemalan-Maya due to political violence and 

poverty since the 1970s led to the establishment of various diasporic communities 

throughout the United States.  A frequent destination for the Maya is Los Angeles, 

California, where they are confronted with pressure to adapt within an environment that 

is predominately Latino/Hispanic.  Maya identity expressed through the use of traje 

(Maya clothing), language, literature and spirituality is challenged by Euro-American 

culture such as western style of dress and the practice of English which discriminates 

against these customs.  These conditions are more severe for Maya children who face the 

difficulties in preserving their heritage as a result of institutions such as public education 

which socializes them into US culture and history. 

Despite the presence of many indigenous communities in Los Angeles, such as 

the Maya, Mixtecos and Zapotecs, indigenous identity is almost non-existent in many 

public spaces and institutions.  Discrimination against the Maya by their compatriots and 

other Latinos coupled with high rates of undocumented immigration statuses have 

contributed to this invisibility.  Some Maya parents view the lack of a strong indigenous 

identity among their children as problematic and the source of negative cultural qualities 

such as disrespect towards elders, violence, individualism and misbehavior.   

In this study, I seek to examine Maya identity and culture in Los Angeles.  What 

does it mean to identify as Maya in Los Angeles?  What are the consequences of doing 

so?  How do Maya immigrants respond to discrimination and what implications does 

discrimination have for the ethnic identity formation of their children?  Why has Maya 

identity survived in some children of Maya and not in others?  I found that while some 
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Maya immigrants have assimilated into the Latino community in response to racism and 

fear of deportation, others have adopted strategies such as the use of marimba to preserve 

Maya identity which also serve to deal with a life of displacement and exile.  Maya 

identity among children is highly influenced by factors such as the educational system, 

class and their parent’s willingness and ability to transmit Maya culture.  Thus, while 

some children of Maya have been able to preserve and express their identity through 

various channels such as music and language, others may be unaware of, ashamed by or 

apathetic toward their indigenous roots and history. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Jose Batz Tacam died in 1992 at the age of ninety, five-hundred years after the 

“discovery” of the Americas and a few months before I arrived to Guatemala for the first 

time as a seven-year old.  Jose was my great-grandfather and a K’iche’-Maya from 

Totonicapán whose existence I was unaware of until late-2009.1  He migrated to Xela, 

Quetzaltenango and had three children, among them my abuelo Antonio Batz (1922-

1973). 2

Clara, also a K’iche’, was born in 1921 in Xela, Quetzaltenango.  Like many 

Maya women of her generation, she never attended school, is illiterate and remained 

barefoot until the mid-1950s.  Clara migrated from Xela to Guatemala City in the early 

1940s and later migrated to the United States in the 1980s.  She was to join Miguel who 

migrated to Los Angeles in 1982 with my mother and then two-month older brother. 

  Antonio then migrated to Guatemala City where he had seven children with 

Clara Coyoy Ixcot, in Guatemala City where my father Miguel Angel Batz was born and 

raised. 

My brief family history described above was “hidden” from me for a variety of 

reasons.  Growing up in Los Angeles, my father would attempt to talk to my brothers and 

me about Guatemala, at times reading passages from Rigoberta Menchú’s testimony or a 

book from Miguel Angel Asturias.  But like most youth in my position, I did not care and 

                                                 
1 Totonicapán is the capital of the department of the same name. Department’s are the political 

equivalent of States. 
2 Xela (also known as Quetzaltenango which is its official state name) is the capital of the 

department of Quetzaltenango in Guatemala. 
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considered these attempts boring and preferred to watch television, play video games or 

any other activity that would save me from another boring lecture that I believed 

irrelevant to my life in Los Angeles.  Towards the end of my undergraduate career I 

underwent a change, and began a process of recovering my K’iche’-Maya roots and 

learning about my background through oral communication from my grandmother and 

relatives, knowledge not found in books or produced by the academia.  As in some 

uprooted immigrant families (whether for political, economic or social reasons), it is 

difficult for children to be familiar with their parents’ history and roots.  This is further 

exacerbated by factors such as poverty and the educational system, which influences 

children to be embarrassed and hesitant to identify with non-English languages and non-

European immigrant cultures since both are associated with lower social status.   

I can not honestly write that I have never been ashamed of my parents’ immigrant 

background, my skin color and culture, something I am now embarrassed to admit.  My 

personal experience led me to question how other children of Maya self-identify and 

whether Maya identity and culture has continued to exist outside of Mesoamerica.  Thus, 

this study looks to understand the manner in which children of Maya born and raised, or 

raised in Los Angeles identify and express their culture.  The consequences of being 

Maya in Guatemala have often meant marginalization, exploitation and victimization 

through state-sponsored violence and death.  The consequences of being Maya in Los 

Angeles are less severe yet it remains to be an identity marked by marginalization, 

repression and discrimination.  These issues form the basis of this work. 
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Background and Significance of Study 

The migration of thousands of Guatemalan-Maya due to political violence and 

poverty since the 1970s led to the establishment of various diasporic communities 

throughout the United States.  A frequent destination for the Maya is Los Angeles, 

California, where they are confronted with pressure to adapt within an environment that 

is predominately Latino/Hispanic.  Maya identity expressed through the use of traje 

(Maya clothing), language, literature and spirituality is challenged by Euro-American 

culture such as western style of dress and the practice of English which discriminates 

against these customs.  These conditions are more severe for Maya children who face the 

difficulties in preserving their heritage as a result of institutions such as public education 

which socializes them into US culture and history. 

Despite the presence of many indigenous communities in Los Angeles, such as 

the Maya, Mixtecos and Zapotecs, indigenous identity is almost non-existent in many 

public spaces and institutions.  Discrimination against the Maya by their compatriots and 

other Latinos coupled with high rates of undocumented immigration statuses have 

contributed to this invisibility.  Some Maya parents view the lack of a strong indigenous 

identity among their children as problematic and the source of negative cultural qualities 

such as disrespect towards elders, violence, individualism and misbehavior.  In her study 

on Guatemalan children in Los Angeles, Cecilia Menjívar observes the challenges Maya 

parents confront in inculcating an indigenous identity within their children which 
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prompted her to doubt “whether the second generation will carry on its Mayan legacy” 

(Menjívar 2002: 548). 

In this study, I seek to examine Maya identity and culture in Los Angeles.  What 

does it mean to identify as Maya in Los Angeles?  What are the consequences of doing 

so?  How do Maya immigrants respond to discrimination and what implications does 

discrimination have for the ethnic identity formation of their children?  Why has Maya 

identity survived in some children of Maya and not in others?  I found that while some 

Maya immigrants have assimilated into the Latino community in response to racism and 

fear of deportation, others have adopted strategies such as the use of marimba to preserve 

Maya identity which also serve to deal with a life of displacement and exile.  Maya 

identity among children is highly influenced by factors such as the educational system, 

class and their parent’s willingness and ability to transmit Maya culture.  Thus, while 

some children of Maya have been able to preserve and express their identity through 

various channels such as music and language, others may be unaware of, ashamed by or 

apathetic toward their indigenous roots and history. 

It is crucial to note that discussing Maya identity is a complex topic.  Throughout 

this work I use words such as “preserve,” “recover,” and “maintain,” to describe the 

process in which the children of Maya access a set of cultural values, meanings and 

practices to tap into their Maya past and memory.  For example, learning a Maya 

language may be viewed as “recovering” one’s ancestral language which may have been 

“lost” by their parents or in the US.  At the same I also use words such as “transform,” 

“reconstructing,” and “negotiate,” to recognize that Maya identity and culture has 
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changed through generations and centuries as a result of events such as colonialism, 

displacement and migration.  Thus, the children of Maya may “recover” the essence of 

being Maya and the memory of a Maya past and incorporate it and “reconstruct” what it 

means to be Maya and give it meaning to our daily lives in Los Angeles.  These two 

issues will emerge throughout the work. 

Previous literature on the Maya diaspora has focused on displacement during the 

Guatemalan civil war (1960-1996) in the late-1970s and 1980s (Montejo 1999), 

settlement throughout North America (Burns 1993; Foxen 2007; Loucky and Moors 

2000; Hagan 1994; Popkin 2005), work and community organizing (Fink 2003), 

language (Peñalosa 1986), the role of elders (Harman 1995, 2005) and religion 

(Wellmeier 1998).  Victor Montejo’s Voices in Exile (1999), analyzes the political 

violence against the Maya and their flight to Mexico where they were forced to live in 

refugee camps during the early 1980s.  He notes the various Mayan linguistic groups 

such as the Jakaltek’s and Q’anjob’ales, were able to unite under a pan-Maya identity 

through their shared experiences of flight from the military as well as cultural practices 

such as weaving and marimba music.  His study concludes with the return of the Maya 

back to Guatemala after a decade in exile.  Montejo notes that many Maya children born 

in Mexico had adopted elements of Mexican culture or no longer spoke a Mayan 

language due to the pressures of their environment to speak Spanish.  In addition, some 

of the Maya children did not want to return to Guatemala since they felt more Mexican 

than Guatemalan.  Montejo reveals the shifting identity and cultural practices of some 
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Maya children in an environment outside of Guatemala despite their parent’s efforts to 

preserve their cultural practices. 

US-based scholars have carried out similar studies on the Maya diaspora.  Allen 

Burns’s, Maya in Exile (1993), investigates the Q’anjob’ales in the rural community of 

Indiantown, Florida where he observes the efforts of the Maya in adapting and surviving 

in the United States.  Burns notes that the conservation of Maya cultural identity was 

expressed through music and religious celebrations in which Maya children participated.  

Burns’s study contributes to the understanding of the adaptation of Maya immigrants to 

the United States, yet his main focus remains within adult Q’anjob’ales who fled political 

violence and poverty.   

Studies on the Maya in Los Angeles have also focused on adult immigrants 

(Loucky 2000; Harman 1995, 2005; Peñalosa 1986; Popkin 2005; Wellmeier 1998), and 

have identified many of the challenges they confront in their incorporation into US 

society and the central problems faced by their children in maintaining their identity.  

Peñalosa in “Trilingualism in the Barrio: Mayan Indians in Los Angeles” (1986), is 

among the first study to note the threat of Maya language and identity loss in Los 

Angeles.  Peñalosa states that Mayas in Los Angeles are undergoing the hispanicization 

process begun in Guatemala and observes: 

The most important acculturation processes taking place in Los Angeles relate to 
the Spanish language and to the local Latino culture…The usual conceptualization 
is that when immigrants come to the United States they ordinarily learn English 
and adopt Anglo-American culture to varying degrees. But what is taking place in 
Los Angeles is that [Maya] immigrants are learning Spanish and adapting to the 
Latino culture of the barrio, which in this particular case is a mixture of Chicano 
and Central American (234). 
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Popkin in “The Emergence of Pan-Mayan Ethnicity in the Guatemalan Transnational 

Community Linking Santa Eulalia and Los Angeles” (2005), investigates the impact of 

migration of Q’anjob’ales on their home community.  Most interestingly he finds that 

Mayas from non-migrant households in Santa Eulalia, Huehuetenango view Mayas in 

Los Angeles as Ladinos due to their increasing wealth and social mobility (2005: 688).  

Popkin’s findings reveal the negotiation of Maya identity within the Pan-Maya 

community taking place in Guatemala and across borders.  These conditions of 

acculturation and some Mayas in Guatemala denying US-based Mayas their indigenous 

identity reveal the challenges children of Maya face in Los Angeles. 

Other scholars who have studied Guatemalan immigrant children in Los Angeles 

have distinguished differences among Maya and Ladino children (Chinchilla and 

Hamilton 2001; Menjívar 2002). These scholars note that Maya children are often teased 

by other Guatemalans and Latinos for wearing traje or speaking an indigenous language, 

leading some Maya children to reject or feel embarrassed about their culture.  But many 

of their interviewees were parents and they rarely included the voices of the children.  

Furthermore, Maya identity and revitalization projects have mainly been explored within 

the context of Guatemala (Fischer and McKenna 1996; Montejo 2005).  While scholars 

have studied the creation of Maya revitalization programs in the US, they have yet to 

fully survey how these programs have impacted Maya children.  Hence there is a gap in 

the literature regarding Maya children in the Guatemalan diaspora. 
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The potential for a study on Maya youth has been limited since many Maya 

children were born or arrived to the US in the 1980s and are just beginning to come of 

age.  Yet, there are three important exceptions.  The first involves a paper presented at the 

Society for Applied Anthropology in 2005 entitled “College Students and their Ethnic 

Identity,” by Robert C. Harman.  His research focuses on ten Maya college students and 

their motivations to attend higher education as well as the role their identity has 

influenced their lives.  His findings are important in understanding the conflicts children 

of Maya face in Los Angeles.  For example, Harman states that one of his female 

respondents claimed that she attended college to “erase gender stereotyping within the 

Maya community” and combat the “long-standing Maya attitude that instead of pursuing 

an education, women should” be homemakers.  The young Maya woman in Harman’s 

study claims: 

I was the first woman in my family to go beyond grade school, and it motivated 
me to obtain a higher education.  Women, due to their social status, were not 
given the opportunity to finish school in Guatemala…Therefore, I knew I had an 
opportunity that the other women in my family did not have (Harman 2005: 5). 
 

Harman’s study was conducted through a questionnaire sent via e-mail and was from the 

position of a white male anthropologist.  The questions itself starts by assuming that 

everyone taking the survey are Maya and does not allow room for participants to self-

identify with other identities such as Latino, Guatemalteco or American.3

                                                 
3 The second question on the online survey asks: “You are Maya!  Is there anything about being 

Maya that has to do with your decision to go to college?” (Harman 2005). 

  Harman never 
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followed up on this study and has since maintained limited contact with the Maya 

community in Los Angeles.4

The second study was conducted in the mid-1990s by two other white 

anthropologists, Barry Bogin and James Loucky, entitled “Plasticity, Political Economy, 

and Physical Growth Status of Guatemala Maya Children Living in the United States.”  

The “study” researched two-hundred and forty Maya children under the age of fifteen in 

Indiantown, Florida and Los Angeles in order to determine “how refugee Maya parents 

allocate resources to promote healthy development of their children.”  According to the 

study:  

 

The Los Angeles Maya children were measured at a Christmas party sponsored by 
a Maya cultural organization in December, 1992. A few children were measured 
in their homes. As in Florida, children were asked to self-identify their ethnicity, 
or, in the case of the young children, adults familiar with the child were asked 
(1997: 19). 

 
I disagree with the ethics of this study, particularly measuring children at a Christmas 

party since it objectifies Maya children.  This study contributes little to our understanding 

of how Maya children self-identify, especially since in some cases “adults familiar with 

the child were asked” to identify the ethnicity of children, adults who may or may not be 

parents of the child.  While Loucky co-authors this work, his involvement and other 

research on the Maya community in Los Angeles has aided my own research. 

The last study, and of stronger significance, is currently being conducted by 

Floridama Lima, a self-identified K’iche’ born in Guatemala and raised in Los Angeles.  

Lima is, as of this writing, writing her own M.A. thesis at California State University at 

                                                 
4 Personal communication. 
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Northridge (CSUN) on Maya identity among youth in Los Angeles.  Members of our 

families such as our abuelitas and parents have been friends in Guatemala for decades 

and have carried over and maintained their relationships in Los Angeles.5

Other than the three studies mentioned above I have no other knowledge of work 

that has been dedicated to the study of identity among the children of Maya in Los 

Angeles.  These studies take unique approaches that differ from my own, which is 

described below.  Thus, this study will complement the existing literature on Maya 

diaspora and identity utilizing the concepts of coloniality of power, resistance and 

  I first met 

Floridama after she was invited by my former professor at CSUN, Alicia Estrada, to 

become a member of the Contacto Ancestral Radio Collective in the fall of 2009, a group 

I have been involved with since the summer of 2009.  Since then we have discussed 

shared experiences growing up in Los Angeles and struggling to identify as Maya.  The 

coincidence is extraordinary.  In fact, Floridama once commented something that was on 

my own mind when I first learned of her research: the fact that we are both researching 

Maya youth speaks of an internal desire to reconnect with our roots that have been 

repressed in Los Angeles.  Recently we presented our research on Maya youth in Los 

Angeles on the same panel at a student conference at the University of Texas at Austin in 

February 2010.  Hence, Floridama and I are among the first Mayas, born and raised, or 

raised in Los Angeles, to conduct a study on our own identity and community.  Our own 

personal struggle to self-identify as Maya in Los Angeles has given us an insider 

perspective within our research not held by Harman, Loucky and Bogin. 

                                                 
5 In fact, I used to play on the same soccer team as her older brother as a teenager. 
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cultural memory, discussed in chapter one, from the perspective of someone who has 

struggled in identifying as Maya in a global city. 

Methodology 

Research for this study included twenty in-depth interviews with the children of 

Maya, Maya parents and community members.  In all, I interviewed nine children of 

Maya, three Maya parents, and six Maya and two non-Maya community members.  These 

interviews were supplemented with informal conversations that also included these 

segments of the Maya community in Los Angeles.  Questions directed at Maya children 

focused on the manner in which they self-identify; the methods in which they express 

their identity; their awareness of Maya culture; and the cultural activities and programs in 

which they participate in Los Angeles.  This included children of Maya who did not self-

identify as Maya in order to determine the factors that influence them to have a weak or 

non-existing indigenous identity.  Furthermore, Maya parents interviewed provided 

insight into their views of Maya culture in Los Angeles; reception and settlement in a 

predominately Latino environment; challenges facing the youth in preserving indigenous 

identity; and the process in which they raise their children.  For instance, some parents 

might encourage their children to learn a Maya language whereas other parents might 

believe that a Mayan language is no longer useful in Los Angeles where English and 

Spanish are the dominant languages.  Lastly, community members, both Maya and non-

Maya, were asked similar questions to provide further data. 

All interviews were conducted in Spanish or English and lasted from thirty 

minutes to an hour.  The majority of interviews were scheduled with a predetermined 
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location such as schools, churches and at participants businesses.  All names of the 

participants used in this paper are pseudonyms.  Among the people I interviewed were 

friends and family.  While I considered conducting formal interviews with my uncle, 

cousins and aunts, I decided not to for personal reasons and instead settled to engage 

them on an informal basis during family get-togethers and holidays.  The one exception is 

my tía Elena and her two daughters, Brenda and Emma.  While Elena is my dad’s cousin 

we have had minimal contact with her family over recent years.  The other reason I 

decided to interview Elena was that during one of my trips to Guatemala in October 

2009, my abuelita showed me a picture of herself with Elena during a trip to Esquipulas 

in the 1970s.  What struck me the most was that Elena was wearing traje which she never 

wore in Los Angeles. 

 Fieldwork also included attendance at the 2009 fiesta of Santa Eulalia held in 

February in order to examine the interactions and incorporation of Maya children into 

celebrations and cultural activities.6

                                                 
6 Fiestas are annual religious celebrations of patron saints of a specific Maya community in 

Guatemala and to be discussed in depth in Chapter One. 

  I was also able to participate in the 2009 Mayan 

Summer Language Project, to observe cultural revitalization efforts of the community 

and more importantly in pursuit of gaining knowledge of my own Maya-Guatemalan 

roots.  My own personal experience as a second-generation Guatemalan, grandson of 

K’iche’s, my struggle to self-identify as Maya and upbringing in Los Angeles also 

contributed to this study and fieldwork.  For example, the two Catholic churches where I 

completed my First Communion and Confirmation are both located in the Pico-Union 
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district and attended by many Maya.  As a result, I have an awareness of some of the 

spaces in which the Maya share and interact with Latinos. 

 This research has been characterized by successes and joy as well as frustration 

and challenges.  One of the obstacles I needed to overcome was balancing my role as 

researcher and an individual with sincere intentions to (re)affirm my Maya roots.  As an 

insider through my personal experience and involvement in the Maya community I have 

been able to have access to both formal and informal conversations with members of the 

Maya community, either during celebrations or in activities such as the Maya language 

program.  In addition, my ability to recall my personal experience to supplement my 

understanding of Maya identity as a researcher has been vital throughout this work.  

Lastly, as an insider I feel responsible and accountable to the Maya community which at 

times meant not “reporting” information that interviewees did not want me to use. 

A constant theme that I encountered, and found in some Maya communities in 

Guatemala as well as other indigenous groups in the Americas, was distrust toward the 

researcher, specifically anthropologists.  This is due to the negative perception that 

academics are only interested in researching people’s stories and lives and then making a 

profit off of them by writing articles and enhancing their professional careers without 

contributing to the community.  In addition, working with an immigrant community in 

which some of its members are victims of conflict or undocumented also provided 

challenges in trusting an outsider.7

                                                 
7 While I claim to have an insider perspective on the struggle to identify as Maya, I am also an 

“outsider” in some spaces such as from formal Maya organizations. 

  Consequently, some interviews were cancelled or 
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avoided.  Scheduling potential interviews also proved difficult since many people were 

busy working.  Although these proved to be setbacks in the research process, these were 

issues that I understood and respected, especially since I am also opposed to the practice 

of academics who do not contribute to the community they are researching as well as 

people who are unable to be interviewed due to work.  Coming from a working class 

family, I recognize the complications of donating time to a student trying to write his 

thesis. 

Recovering My Own Identity and History 

In this section I position myself and expand on the statements made above 

regarding my identity and past, as well as reiterate that the basis for this research stems 

from my own personal experience in recovering and establishing my own Maya identity 

in Los Angeles.  While my grandparents are K’iche’, my father does not fully identified 

as Maya.  Perhaps this is due to his upbringing in Guatemala City where he confronted 

many of the same issues that children of Maya in Los Angeles face, such as 

discrimination and the association of indigenous culture and identity with low social 

status and poverty.  Although my mother identifies as mestiza/ladina, she has maintained 

a very poor relationship with her family.  As a result, I do not have strong ties or identify 

with her family and have met a few of her immediate family members once or twice in 

my life.  

My awareness of an indigenous past was a slow, long and arduous process that 

began on my first trip to Guatemala in 1992 and continues today.  During that trip I saw 
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my abuelita in her traje for the first time but until recently never wondered why she did 

not wear it in the United States.  During a trip to Guatemala in November 2009 I 

conducted an oral history on her life in which I asked her why she only wore traje in 

Guatemala.  She responded by telling me that she was forced to take it off for the first 

time in her life at the age of sixty on her first journey to the United States which made her 

feel “desnuda” (naked) without it, since it was a part of who she was. 

Throughout the research process, I have been forced to deal with questions of 

authenticity in identifying as Maya, especially since I was born in the United States and 

do not fit the traditional model of what it means to be Maya or indigenous imposed and 

defined by academics and nation state.8

The sisters and brothers who, due to adverse circumstances, have lost part or 
almost all of their cultural identity but who are enthusiastically working to recover 
their culture and their identity are also Maya (Raxche’ 1996: 76).  

  Instead I have been inspired by the words of 

Raxche’ who in regards to the question of “Who Are the Maya?” wrote:  

 
Although Raxche’ was writing in regards to Maya cultural activism in Guatemala, I 

believe that his words have meaning to those of us living in the United States.  

In response to these sentiments, I have become increasingly active in the 

community and have participated in a community-sponsored K’iche’ language course 

(mentioned above) where I learned a few words spoken by my ancestors.  When I told 

my abuelita that I was trying to learn K’iche’ during the summer of 2009, she responded 

by saying she was glad and began to list the few words she remembered in K’iche’ such 

                                                 
8For more on oppressive authenticity by the nation state see, Jeffrey Sissons, First Peoples: 

Indigenous Cultures and their Futures, (London: Reaktion Books, 2005). 
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as beans, rice and tomato.  Furthermore, I had the honor to become a collective member 

of Contacto Ancestral in the summer of 2009 as mentioned above.  My work there 

included producing and hosting a special one hour program where the theme of the show 

was the use of music in promoting indigenous identity among Maya (marimba) and 

Zapotec (banda music) youth in Los Angeles.  I view my position as both researcher and 

community member where I use both positions to promote Maya identity and culture in 

the US. 

Finally, I find it crucial to recognize the disadvantages and privileges I have as a 

lower-class brown heterosexual single male and U.S. citizen with a Maya surname.  I 

have often wondered if my last name and darker pigmentation have given me legitimacy 

in making my claim of having Maya roots.  When I began this research, I did not yet feel 

comfortable identifying as Maya given the challenges that I have confronted.  As of this 

writing at the age of twenty-four, I now self-identify as a US-born K’iche’.  At the same 

time I continue to identify as Latino, Guatemalan and Central American for political and 

social reasons.  Ironically, these same physical characteristics that “legitimize” my Maya 

roots, have also contributed to my marginalization within US society, discrimination as 

well as an internalized self-hatred.  While I am a minority at the graduate level, I 

recognize that as a US citizen I am granted privileges denied to my undocumented 

counter-parts, mainly access to financial aid and the luxury of not fearing deportation.  

Structure of Thesis 
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 This thesis will be divided into two additional chapters, followed by a concluding 

fourth chapter.  In the second chapter of this thesis, I will lay out the framework for my 

work through the use of coloniality of power, resistance and cultural memory.  These 

theories will allow us to examine the structural forces that have marginalized, exploited 

and displaced the Maya in Guatemala that continue to exist in Los Angeles.  This is 

followed by a discussion of the political and economic conditions in Guatemala that have 

forced thousands of Maya to seek refuge in Los Angeles since the 1970s where some 

Maya have assimilated into the Latino community.  I will then discuss the manner in 

which cultural memory and a shared past and identity of oppression and migration has 

served as a fountain of Maya resistance in Los Angeles. 

 Whereas the second chapter will mainly focus on Mayas in Guatemala and Maya 

adult immigrants in Los Angeles, the third chapter will focus more on the children of 

Mayas.  Since some children of Maya self-identify as Latino or Hispanic, I find it crucial 

to provide a brief history of Latinos in the US.  While the Maya and Latinos have 

separate histories, both converge in Los Angeles.  By identifying as Latino, Maya 

children are inheriting the group’s history and marginalization in the US as well as 

entering into a negotiation of what it means to be Latino or Hispanic in the US and Los 

Angeles.  This is then followed by an examination of the factors that make it difficult for 

the children of Maya to maintain a strong indigenous identity in Los Angeles.  This 

section will also include the method in which the children of Maya have self-identified as 

well as the channels they express their identity. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
MAYA DISPLACEMENT, SETTLEMENT AND RECEPTION 

IN LOS ANGELES 

 

The Maya in Guatemala have historically been marginalized by the Guatemalan 

government which views them as a roadblock to progress, economic growth and 

modernization.  As a result they have suffered violence, displacement, genocide, political 

and social exclusion, discrimination and racism.  Although the Maya are the majority in 

Guatemala, political and economic power has remained with Ladinos who have 

attempted to assimilate the indigenous population into Ladino society or what they term 

the “national culture.”  Yet the Maya have been able to preserve and transform their 

culture and identity through time and space.  Most recently the Maya Movement in 

Guatemala emerged in the 1980s and seeks to revitalize Maya culture and identity 

through language, spirituality, literature and music.9

The Mayas who reside in what is today known as the nation-states of Mexico, 

Guatemala, Honduras, Belize and the diasporic communities in the United States and 

Canada are a heterogeneous people with a diverse set of cultural practices and symbols.  

There are at least twenty-nine Maya languages and five-million speakers in Guatemala, 

Mexico, Honduras and Belize.  Recent estimates claim that fifty to sixty percent of the 

Maya of Guatemala are speakers of Mayan languages (England 2003: 733).  Although 

 

                                                 
9 For more on race relations between Mayas and Ladinos and the Maya movement in Guatemala, 

see: Richard N. Adams and Santiago Bastos, Las Relaciones Étnicas en Guatemala, 1944-2000, 
(Guatemala: Centro de Investigaciones Regionales de Mesoamérica, 2003); Charles R. Hale, Mas que un 
Indio: Racial Ambivalence and Neoliberal Multiculturalism in Guatemala, (New Mexico: School of 
American Research, 2006); R. McKenna Brown and Edward F. Fischer, Maya Cultural Activism in 
Guatemala (Austin: U of Texas, 1996); Victor Montejo, Maya Intellectual Renaissance, (Austin: U of 
Texas, 2005). 
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there exists many differences within the Maya in Guatemala such as class, language, 

gender and geography (rural vs. urban; lowland vs. highland), their subordinate 

relationship with Ladinos is a shared collective experience.10

In this chapter I will employ the use of coloniality of power to enhance our 

comprehension of the marginalization and oppression the Maya have suffered during 

colonization and which continues today.  While formal colonialism has ended in 

Guatemala, the legacy of colonial institutions and imposed identities such as “indio,” 

continue to exist.  It is these same colonial forces and imposed identities that justify the 

Mayas inferior social position in Guatemala and the United States as well as internalized 

racism and self-hate.  I will also argue that the Maya have been able to enact various 

forms of resistance against assimilationist efforts through the use of cultural memory, but 

caution that in analyzing this resistance we should be aware of the dangers of 

romanticizing Maya cultural resistance in Los Angeles. 

 

Second, this chapter traces the structural inequalities in Guatemala that have 

gestated displacement and migration that has forced thousands of Mayas to seek refuge in 

Los Angeles since the 1970s.  Maya settlement and reception in Los Angeles will also 

allow us to understand the difficulties Mayas face in maintaining their language and dress 

which is viewed by Mayas and scholars as a serious threat to Maya identity and culture.  

Lastly, I examine the methods in which the Maya have incorporated into American 

                                                 
10 Mayas have themselves recognized four existing sectors within their community, which Arturo 

Arias designates as the “cultural Mayas,” led by Kaqchikel intellectuals, “popular Mayas,” “Mayas 
operating within regional grassroots political groups,” and “military Mayas” (Arias 208: 528). The military 
Mayas are those that “located on the Right of the political spectrum and linked to the power structure built 
by the army in the highlands (Ibid). 
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society by either assimilating themselves into the Latino community through ethnic 

passing; or developing strategies and programs toward the preservation of their 

indigenous identity and culture for themselves and their children. 

Coloniality of Power, Resistance and Cultural Memory 

With Spanish colonization, pre-Hispanic institutions in Mesoamerica became 

incorporated into a global system that favored Europeans and their descendants.  

Colonization established a system that created new social identities and the notion of 

“race” in order to control labor and the colonized.  This led to the development of a racial 

hierarchy that preserved the power and dominance of European colonizers and their 

descendants.  According to Aníbal Quijano in “Colonialidad del Poder, Cultura y 

Conocimiento en América Latina” (2001), the colonizers defined and imposed a new 

“indio/a” identity on all aboriginal people in the “Americas” (itself a European imposed 

territorial name).  As a result, these colonial identities contributed to the repression of the 

colonized original/pre-Hispanic identities such as Aztec, Maya and Incas.  This loss of 

identities led to the eventual “acceptance” that all of these groups shared an indio identity 

which carried negative connotations.  Quijano adds that Africans underwent a similar 

process in which heterogeneous peoples and identities (congos, bacongos, yorubas) were 

grouped into a common and negative “negro” identity (Quijano 2001: 121).   

By the end of the eighteenth century, miscegenation led to the creation of a 

mestizo identity in Latin America, also known as Ladinos (which means non-Indian) in 

Guatemala today.  Ladinos and mestizos was an explicit Eurocentric creation by the 
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dominant group which came to represent an identity which “indios” could achieve by 

relinquishing their culture and identity.  Becoming Ladino in Guatemala was viewed as a 

form of upward social mobility.  Yet, even when indigenous people ladinized themselves, 

they continued to be impoverished, experienced discrimination from lighter Ladinos, and 

excluded from the benefits of the states power structure.  Thus, indios became associated 

with backwardness, laziness and ignorance, whereas Europeans and their descendants 

came to symbolize modernization, civilization, wealth, beauty and intelligence.  These 

identities came to justify indigenous oppression and inferiority at the hands of Ladinos.  

Consequently, the dominated groups were forced into a social environment in which 

European culture and identity was idealized, thus contributing towards their own 

internalized racism and self-hate which continues today.  Luis Urrieta in “Las Identidades 

También Lloran, Identities also Cry: Exploring the Human Side of Indigenous Latina/o 

Identities” (2003),  suggests that Latina/o children, especially those of indigenous descent 

are susceptible to self-hate and internalized oppression as a result of the idealization of 

European beauty and norms promoted by the Spanish invaders, Euro-Americans and 

Latin American elites. 

Quijano argues that these patterns of domination were institutionalized and 

sustained through the continuous reproduction of these colonial identities.  Moreover, the 

maintenance of inequality and racial hierarchy continued to favor European identities 

over non-European in all aspects of power through institutions such as religion and 

education, which preserved and produced Eurocentrism (Quijano 2001: 121).  While 

formal colonialism has ended in Guatemala, the institutions established to repress the 
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Maya during the colonial era remain.  Yet, Quijano holds that the colonized and the 

dominated have been able to engage in resistance through artistic expression such as the 

incorporation of foreign imposed religions, traditions, symbols and culture.  For example, 

many indigenous groups have utilized Catholic saints to incorporate their own pre-

Hispanic religious figures into the practice of Catholicism (Quijano 2001: 125).  In the 

US, the government in the 1970s imposed a Hispanic identity on all people from Latin 

America, thus grouping a heterogeneous group under one identity.  This has been 

problematic and controversial, especially since “Hispanic” appeals to a European identity 

rather than an indigenous one (Dávila 2001).  As it will become evident throughout this 

work, the Mayas in Guatemala and Los Angeles have challenged these imposed 

identities. 

Walter Mignolo in “Colonialidad Global, Capitalismo y Hegemonía Epistémica” 

(2002), criticizes Eurocentric tendencies in the production of knowledge.  In examining 

the concepts used by western academics in their discussion of modernization and imperio 

rooted in la “Edad Media” and “Renacimiento” in Europe, he writes: 

El concepto mismo de “renacimiento” y el de “descubrimiento” del Nuevo 
Mundo son paralelos y complementarios en la doble colonización del tiempo y del 
espacio y de la implantación de la idea de “modernidad.” La colonización del 
tiempo mediante la construcción del concepto de “Edad Medio” y la colonización 
del espacio mediante la construcción del concepto de “Nuevo Mundo” (Ibid: 233).   
 

Thus, Mignolo exposes the preeminence of Eurocentric thought and knowledge that is 

manifested in the concept of modernization which is precisely what justifies coloniality 

which he argues is the hidden, dark and silent face of modernity (234).  These 

Eurocentric viewpoints of time and space are the same forms of thought which support 
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the notion that the Maya are backwards and in need to be modernized/ladinized.  He calls 

for the need to rethink the way we view imperialism as well as rethink the limits of the 

hegemonic epistemologies built on Eurocentric thoughts we use in rethinking 

imperialism.  Hence, there is a need to challenge imposed identities and notions of what it 

means to be authentically Maya.  The Maya movement in Guatemala which emerged in 

the last three decades has questioned Ladino hegemony, the state and economic structure, 

often at the face of violence and death. 

Since the 1970s, Maya intellectuals have challenged colonial identities and 

Ladino hegemony as a step towards decolonization.  In the early 1970s Antonio Pop 

Caal, an early Maya intellectual of the Maya Movement suggested that to accept a 

mestizo identity formed from historical conditions of domination would disregard the 

existence of indigenous culture.  In addition, this acceptance would defend these 

falsehoods and to continuously ratify ignorance and prejudices against indigenous 

peoples (Pop Caal 1981: 145).  In his analysis of the Maya Movement in “Las Rutas que 

nos Ofrecen el Pasado y el Presente: Activismo, Político, Historia y Pueblo Maya” 

(2004), Edgar Esquit reminds us to be conscious of the heterogeneity and internal 

differences within the Maya community in Guatemala.  He calls for the Maya to 

empower themselves through the development of symbols as a source of unity and a 

memory of a shared past (Esquit 2004).  Similarly, Victor Montejo in Maya Intellectual 

Renaissance (2005), calls for the development of a common Maya cultural identity, in 

which it is fundamental in recognizing that “Maya culture is not a monopoly of a single 

Maya group, [controlled by] the Yukatek Maya or K’iche’, as some anthropological 
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research has led us to believe” (Montejo 2005: 34).  He asks that other Mayas recognize 

the contributions to the Maya movement of smaller Maya groups such as the Ixiles, 

Jakaltekos and Q’anjob’ales (Ibid). 

Charles R. Hale in Mas que un Indio: Racial Ambivalence and Neoliberal 

Multiculturalism in Guatemala (2006), states that Ladinos have interpreted the Maya 

movement and efforts towards cultural revitalization, social justice and political 

representation as a threat to Ladino privilege.  In response, many Ladinos have claimed 

that many of the goals of the Maya movement is a form of reverse racism in order to 

prevent their success.  But in their quest to challenge Ladino hegemony through the 

revitalization of Maya identity and culture, the Maya movement has often fallen into the 

awkward position of essentializing Maya identity, stimulating debates on what it means 

to be Maya.  Maya youth in Los Angeles have entered into this negotiation and debate 

since they are urban and engulfed within various forms of power structures and systems 

of oppression (education, religion, media, and US society) that marginalizes indigenous 

identity and people.  They are providing us with an opportunity to rethink what it means 

to be Maya. Can someone who wears western clothing, speaks better English than 

Spanish (both European languages), has only been to Guatemala a few times in his life or 

never at all, be considered Maya?  I hold that the answer is yes. 

Jeffrey Sissons (2005) in accordance to Quijano holds that indigenous identity 

was constructed by European colonizers as a means of domination to exclude them from 

power.  In addition, the legal definition of what or who is “indigenous” by governments 

grants them the power to distribute resources, protection and tribal status.  At the same 
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time, this has led to construction of the notion of indigenous purity in which indigenous 

people are associated with nature, rural, primitivism, darker skin and expected to be 

visibly other in contrast to Europeans.  Sissons cites the use of exotic body images such 

as body paint, semi-nudity and lip-discs by the Kayapo people in the Amazon to portray 

themselves as pure in order to gain international support to prevent the Brazilian 

government from the construction of a dam to protect their lands (40).  This technique 

worked in their favor following the 1988 visit of musician Sting who aided their struggle 

against the government.  But these tools of “resistance” only further reinforced the 

romanticization of indigenous identity.  

 In analyzing Maya cultural resistance in Los Angeles, it is important not to 

romanticize this resistance in order to avoid portraying the Maya as victims and innocent 

actors in various systems of oppression and power structures.  For example, Maya men in 

Los Angeles have reflected on machismo and sexism within the Maya community in 

Guatemala and Los Angeles where women are expected to be homemakers.11

                                                 
11 For more on how Maya men have reflected on gender roles within the Maya community in Los 

Angeles and Guatemala, see: Gustavo Adolfo Guerra Vasquez (2009) “Repensando identidades y 
desigualdades: Mayas Guatemaltecos en Los Ángeles.” Paper presented at Pacific Coast Council on Latin 
American Studies Annual Conference, Torrance, California. November 6-7, 2009. 

  The 

theorization of resistance has produced two conflicting poles: the romantic view and the 

reductionist perspective, in which resistance is perceived to be everywhere or limited 

under certain conditions respectively.  Some have argued that resistance is only produced 

through revolution and radical actions (TOJIL 1978), while others claim that there exists 

various forms of resistance (Abu-Lughod 1990; Scott 1985).  Analysts with reductionist 

tendencies have limited resistance to be present under certain actions such as those that 
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seek structural changes and reform.  As a result, reductionism often overlooks everyday 

forms of resistance whose objective does not involve permanent changes within the 

structures of power.  Moreover, there have been efforts to de-romanticize resistance.  

Understood as always present within systems of oppression, it may hinder our 

understanding of resistance and power structures (Abu-Lughod 1990).  Consequently, 

these two poles have left us without a clear definition (in the grossest and broadest sense) 

of what constitutes resistance.  The Maya in Los Angeles present an opportunity to 

examine intersecting and conflicting structures of power that de-romanticizes resistance 

while simultaneously combat reductionist tendencies in the construction of resistance.  As 

will be made visible in this work, at least four power relationships can be identified 

within the Maya community: resistance against state-sponsored assimilationist efforts; 

intergenerational conflict; ethnic discrimination from Latinos and other ethnic groups; 

and gender conflict. 

Consciousness is a vital element of resistance in which one recognizes one’s 

domination and oppression.  James Scott in Weapons of the Weak: Everyday forms of 

Peasant Resistance (1985) claims that consciousness of oppressive structures is utilized to 

perform acts of resistance and the basis for the forms of resistance that are to be initiated, 

whether through open defiance or everyday forms of resistance (38).  But, romanticized 

ideals of resistance may assume consciousness where it is absent or give too much credit 

to those “practicing defiance.”  For instance, someone who is wearing an Ernesto “Che” 

Guevara shirt in a public space may not know who Che was, what he stood for and what 

the implications of portraying his image are.  The individual may not be conscious of 
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his/her actions and the significance or consequence of wearing an image of Che 

(depending on the context of the situation) for a number of reasons such as fashion given 

that Che’s image has become highly commercialized and popularized.  Yet, some may 

romanticize this case as an act of resistance and assume there is consciousness in this act 

when there is not.  On the other hand, if the same individual was wearing Che’s image to 

express his/her discontent against US imperialism or in favor of socialism, a romantic 

may argue that this is conscious resistance.  But reductionists may challenge these 

assumptions for a variety of reasons.  They may argue that the purchase of Che Guevara’s 

image is in fact contributing to the capitalist system which is contradictory with his 

ideology and defeats the purpose of this “act of resistance.”  Thus, the problem of 

establishing middle ground between these two poles in determining what constitutes 

resistance. 

Like other scholars (Abu-Lughod 1990: 41-2; Gordon 1998: 7), I have 

romanticized resistance or people in resistance.  Lila Abu-Lughod in “The Romance of 

Resistance: Tracing Transformations of Power through Bedouin Women” (1990), warns 

that the over-romanization of people in resistance may prevent analysts to recognize 

internal conflicts and oppressive power relations (Abu-Lughod 1990: 41-2).  Similarly, in 

the beginning of my fieldwork I believed that Maya women wearing traje were actively 

and automatically practicing cultural resistance against the assimilationist efforts of the 

United States and ladinization.  Yet, as in many immigrant households, there exists much 

intergenerational conflict in which some children are hesitant to identify with non-

English speakers and non-European immigrant cultures since it is associated with lower 
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social status (Menjívar 2002: 544).  Consequently, US-born Maya women who wear their 

traje may only be doing it by force of their parents. 

Maria, a fourteen year old, self-identified US born Q’anjob’al, states that in a 

Maya danza group which performs at various events and consists of ten daughters of 

Mayas, there were some who opposed participating and wearing traje.  According to 

Maria, some are embarrassed and have expressed apathy and disgruntlement in the 

activity which she claims has interrupted many practices.  Thus, if an analyst were to 

witness this danza group perform (as I did), they may have romanticized the practice as 

an act of indigenous resistance without taking into account the possibility that some may 

be forced (as a result of intergenerational/familial power structures) into participating.12

                                                 
12 I first saw this group perform at the annual Dia de Esquipulas in January 2009 at a Catholic 

church.  

  

Instead of an act of resistance, the performance of some members may actually be the 

result of domination.  An analyst may also wrongly assume that all brown women 

wearing traje are Maya.  Yet there are some Ladinas who wear traje during celebrations 

as one Ladina instructor of another Maya danza group does during performances.  Thus, 

interpreting actions as resistance without considering consciousness or intersecting power 

relationships can be misleading since they may not be intended to be acts of resistance or 

consider the subject’s agency.  Here we are not over-romanticizing actions or placing 

limitations on what constitutes resistance.  Rather, by taking consciousness into account 

we can respect and give meaning to people’s actions; whether they conceive or intend 

them to be acts of resistance; and/or constructions of their own subjectivity. 
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Resistance does not need to be restricted to certain conditions and can be a simple 

act of actively rejecting your oppression through simple means.  My own declaration as a 

Maya may be considered as an act of resistance.13

To return to the example of the Maya danza group, resistance toward participation 

in the activity has manifested through complaining and protest which Maria claims is one 

of the reasons that many of the girls stop participating; their parents simply give in to 

their demands.  On the other hand, the girls who are interested in participating to express 

and preserve their Maya identity and culture may be conscious of the significance of this 

practice, thus resisting the assimilationist efforts of the United States.  Again we are not 

over-romanticizing acts of resistance by noting the existence of dissension against 

practices that are intended to serve as a source of cultural resistance, in this case 

participation in a danza group.  Simultaneously this position is combating reductionism 

by acknowledging this dissent as an act of resistance against parental control and not the 

sole product of hegemonic structures that marginalizes indigenous people. 

  I am conscious of what I am declaring 

which is an act that is intended to regain my indigenous identity and history that has been 

denied to me in Los Angeles.  At the same time, I am combating the notion of 

authenticity imposed by academics and some Mayas, both of whom have placed 

conditions on what it means to be Maya, such as language, dress and national origin.  

While I believe that these are crucial elements of Maya culture, Maya identity has 

transformed through space and time and is not limited to a strict set of characteristics.   

                                                 
13 I have chosen to use myself as an example since I do not wish to speak for anyone else. 
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An important tool employed by the Maya towards cultural resistance in Los 

Angeles is the use of cultural memory.  According to Ted Fortier and Jeannette 

Rodríguez in Cultural Memory: Resistance, Faith and Identity (2007), cultural memory 

contributes to the formation of collective ethnic identity among people which is 

transmitted from generation to generation through images, symbols, oral communication 

and ceremonies (14).  Rodríguez and Fortier examine the image of Our Lady of 

Guadalupe as a tool for the Nahua to deal with the agony of colonization and oppression 

by the Spanish and the restoration of their dignity that continues today and passes on 

“values of self-worth and appreciation of one’s own language, culture and tradition” (32).  

In addition, they claim that the image of Guadalupe assist Mexican Americans in 

honoring and preserving their religious-cultural traditions in the United States (30).  

These practices are in accordance to Quijano’s example of indigenous groups and their 

incorporation of pre-hispanic figures into the Catholic Church as a form of resistance 

(Quijano 2001: 125).  Similarly, the Maya have utilized symbols and ceremonies as a tool 

to deal with life in exile and in preserving their identity and culture. 

The Maya who reaffirm their identity in Los Angeles are challenging European 

and Eurocentric based imposed identities such as indio, Latino and Hispanic, which has 

justified their oppression, exploitation and domination for the last five centuries.  While I 

recognize that borders and the nation state were artificially constructed by Europeans, 

they are both real and deadly, and to believe that they will disappear in the near future is 
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idealistic and naïve.14

In examining Maya cultural resistance it is crucial not to romanticize their/our 

actions.  I have been careful in this aspect and form one of the reasons why I asked the 

children of Maya to self-identify themselves, the significance of being Maya and the 

manner in which they express and act on that identity and culture.  At the same time, it is 

important to realize that resistance towards Maya cultural programs such as a danza 

group is often a product of domination in which non-European entities are viewed as 

inferior. 

  But to dismiss their role in oppressing indigenous peoples would 

be erroneous.  To accept that since one is born outside of Guatemala one is incapable of 

identifying as Maya is to fall into the trap of coloniality which seeks to eliminate all 

indigenous identities and culture.   

Maya Migration and Displacement from 1970s to the Present 

In 1524, Pedro de Alvarado invaded, conquered and imposed Spanish rule in what 

is today know as the nation-state of Guatemala.  Spanish colonization ushered in nearly 

five-hundred years of repression against the Maya.  Lovell and Lutz estimate that at the 

time of Spanish conquest (1520), two million Mayas inhabited present-day Guatemala.  

With the conquest, new diseases, displacement and forced labor diminished their 

numbers to 447,850 by 1550; 236,540 by 1575; 133,280 by 1595; and 128,000 by 1625.  

The erosion of Maya lives remained unabated until the 1630s or 1640s (Lovell and Lutz 

                                                 
14 I use the term deadly to recognize the thousands of deaths that occur on the borders of the US, 

Mexico and those in Central America, in peoples attempt to migrate to the US. 
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1994: 134-6).15

The thirty-six year Guatemalan Civil War (1960-1996) was characterized by the 

enactment of state sponsored genocidal scorched earth policies against the Maya.  

Foreshadowed by the 1978 Panzos Massacre, where three-hundred Q’eqchi-Maya were 

murdered, the 1980s witnessed the worst violence against the Maya since colonization.  

Beginning with General Lucas Garcia (1980-1982) and followed by General Rios Montt 

(1982-1983), the Guatemalan state carried out a counter-insurgency campaign meant to 

displace, massacre and eliminate Maya communities that the military viewed as a safe-

haven for the guerrilla.  The human rights commission reported that the war left 200,000 

dead of which eighty-three percent were indigenous, one million and a half displaced and 

the destruction of four hundred and forty villages (Sanford 2003: 14).  The same report 

found that the military was responsible for ninety-three percent of these deaths.  The 

human rights atrocities committed during this era that contributed to these horrifying 

statistics and loss of life have been documented and widely published elsewhere 

(Carmack 1988; Galeano 1969; Jonas 1991; Levenson-Estrada 1994; Manz 1988, 2004; 

May 2001; McClintock 1985; Menchú 1984; Montejo 1987, 1999; REMHI 1999; 

Sanford 2003).  The official end of the conflict was accomplished through the United 

Nations brokered 1996 Peace Accords that promised institutional changes and reform in 

  These high levels of displacement, devastation, deaths and tragedy, 

regarded as one of the heaviest in human history, would not re-appear to this magnitude 

until the second part of the twentieth century. 

                                                 
15 The Maya were victim to as many as eight pandemics between 1519 and 1632 (Lovell and Lutz 

1994: 134-6). 
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the areas of military downsizing, the restructuring of police forces, land distribution, 

democracy, peace and repartition.16

Despite the end of the civil war, political violence continues to permeate all 

sectors of the political system in Guatemala.  According to the United Nations, human 

rights activists in Guatemala are among the most persecuted in the world.  In 2008, Hina 

Jilani, the Secretary-General’s Special Representative on the situation of human rights 

defenders in Guatemala, claimed that there was “one attack against a human rights 

defender every other day…and at least fifty defenders were murdered between July 2002 

and December 2007” (UN News Centre 2008).  In addition, Jilani reported: 

  But, many of the inequalities that forced the Maya to 

migrate during the war continue to be in place today. 

Equally alarming is the level of the impunity for attacks and violations against 
human rights defenders….The reported figure of 98 per cent of impunity for 
attacks against human rights defenders makes justice an empty word in 
Guatemala. 

Elections in Guatemala have also been characterized by violence that calls into question 

the legitimacy of democracy and peace in the nation.  During the recent Presidential 

elections in October 2007, there were approximately fifty candidates, activists and 

political leaders killed since the beginning of the campaigns and marked one of the 

deadliest since the end of the civil war (Lacey 2007).  General violence also continues to 

characterize daily life in Guatemala.  In 2005, Guatemala suffered the highest number of 

deaths since the end of the civil war with 5,330 violent deaths (NACLA 2006: 45). 

                                                 
16 For more on the Guatemalan Peace Process see Susanne Jonas,  Of Centaurs and Doves: 

Guatemala’s Peace Process, (Boulder, Colorado: Westview, 2000). 
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The Maya in post-war Guatemala have continued to be persecuted for their 

involvement in politics, human rights and community organizing.  Among one of the 

most high profile assassinations includes that of Pop Caal, an early Maya intellectual, 

lawyer and spiritual guide.  Pop Caal was kidnapped in October 2002 in broad daylight 

on the busy streets of Cobán in which his body was recovered month’s later in December 

of the same year (Adams 2009: 31).  Three days later, the body of Velásquez Brito, 

another prominent indigenous leader and former legislator, was also found.  Scholars 

have already described the persecution Mayas have endured in pursuit of justice for past 

human rights abuses, social justice and political organizing in post-war Guatemala (Arias 

2008; Warren 1998). 

The Guatemalan civil war also proved detrimental to the economy of Guatemala 

and the livelihoods of the Maya who before and throughout the war were already 

impoverished (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001).17  Among the most devastating for the 

Maya was the Guatemalan military’s creation of the Civil Action Patrols’ (PACs) as a 

counter-insurgency tactic in the early 1980s which required unpaid labor that consisted of 

twenty-four hour shifts.18

                                                 
17 Before and throughout the civil war, the Maya suffered from high levels of poverty as a result of 

the government’s lack of attention to their needs such as roads, access to safe and clean water sources, 
healthcare and education.  In 1975, seventy-percent of Maya were malnourished.  Despite the far-reaching 
goals of the Peace Accords, the Maya continue to endure horrible conditions.  The United Nations World 
Food Programme reports that in Guatemala:  

  This forced recruitment in the PAC limited the movement of 

the face of poverty and hunger is young, indigenous and rural. Guatemala, with the fourth highest 
rate of chronic malnutrition in the world and the highest in Latin America and the Caribbean, faces 
a serious challenge to reduce chronic undernutrition, currently at 49.3% among children under 5.  
The situation is worse in rural areas of the country where the indigenous population is 
concentrated. (World Food Programme 2010) 
18 Additionally, the war, political violence and internal and international migration served to 

threaten Maya culture and identity.  Montejo argues that PACs were detrimental to Maya culture and 
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the Maya who migrated to the coast to work on plantations.  By 1984, the military forced 

nearly one million Maya men as young as sixteen and as old as sixty in the western 

highlands to participate in the patrol system (Smith 1990: 272).  Consequently this 

eliminated the Mayas’ ability to work in their fields or work on the coasts that 

supplemented their income (Montejo 1999). 

Economic inequality and poverty remain rampant which stimulates migration in 

post-war Guatemala.  While the Peace Accords call for land tenure and economic reform, 

the status quo has persisted.  In her study on land issues in Guatemala, Irma Alicia 

Velasquez Nimatuj (2008) states that even when Mayas are given credit to purchase land, 

they are unable to pay the high interest rates and many males are forced to migrate to the 

coast and the United States.  Velásquez Nimatuj notes that remittances have become 

crucial for the survival of many Maya families in Guatemala with two billion dollars 

being sent back in 2003 which have also superseded coffee as the main source of foreign 

income (Velásquez Nimatuj 2008: 269).  Shelton Davis (2005) states that remittances 

from Guatemalan immigrants in the United States increased from $600 million in 2001, 

to $2.6 billion in 2004.  Moreover, sixty-eight percent of remittances went to cover costs 

of living expenses such as food purchases and rent, mainly within poor families (Davis 

2005: 197).  Therefore, migration to the US has served the interests of the Guatemalan 

                                                                                                                                                 
identity on the basis that it undermined daily life, traditions and spirituality.  For instance Montejo claims 
that Maya priests were forced to practice their traditions on a clandestine level (Montejo 2004: 164). 
Montejo writes:  

In July 1982, when the civil patrol was formed in the Mayan villages of northwestern Guatemala, 
the Elders could not practice their religious ceremonies with the usual burning of candles and 
incense (pom) at night for fear of being accused of being guerrillas. The attacks on the 
fundamentals of the Mayan culture have bee constant, but not everything is lost (Ibid).   

Yet, he also points out that this same oppression later served as the impetus to revitalize Maya culture. 
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government in generating revenue as well as alleviating pressure to provide social 

services to its citizens. 

Maya Settlement and Reception in Los Angeles 

Given the violence and the economic situation in both civil war and post-war 

Guatemala, James Loucky (2000) and Eric Popkin (2005) have identified three distinct 

stages of Maya migration to Los Angeles: pioneer, war refugees, and youth driven-

migration.  The pioneers were the Maya who began arriving to the United States in the 

1970s after learning about employment opportunities while visiting and working in 

Mexico or the Guatemalan capital (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001: 45; Popkin 2005: 

680).  Many of these pioneers included groups such as the Q’anjob’ales from the 

department of Huehuetenango who learned of job opportunities in Los Angeles from their 

Mexican neighbors (Peñalosa 1984: 206).  Other authors have also observed similar 

trends in other regions of the US.  Hagan and Rodriguez (2000) describe K’iche’ 

settlement from San Cristóbal, Totonicapán to Houston, Texas where Juan Xuc, a 

subsistence farmer and weaver, was the first migrant to make the undocumented venture 

in 1978.  Thereafter, the San Cristóbal community in Houston increased up to one-

thousand by 1985 (Hagan and Rodriguez 2000: 197).  But some pioneers were also early 

war refugees.  Burns traces the origins of the Maya community in Indiantown, Florida to 

nine Q’anjob’ales who fled the Cuchumatán Mountains at the height of the civil war.  

After the nine were arrested by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1982, they 

were released to a Catholic activist priest, Frank O’Loughlin, whose parish was located in 
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Indiantown (Burns 1993: 152-4).19

With the intensification of the civil war in the 1980s, thousands of Mayas were 

forced into exile where many found refuge with their relatives and community members 

in Los Angeles and other pioneers across North America. As mentioned earlier, the civil 

war was responsible for the displacement of whole Maya communities and many 

managed to migrate together to the same locations such as the Maya from San Cristóbal 

in Houston.  Peñalosa claims that by 1980, there were some six to eight hundred 

Q’anjob’ales in Los Angeles, mostly single men and were joined by women and children 

throughout the 1980s (Peñalosa 1986: 231).  War refugees were also accompanied by 

impoverished Maya such as those who were prevented to migrate or sought alternatives 

to seasonal migration to the Pacific coast where they picked coffee and cotton under 

harsh and abusive working conditions (Peñalosa 1984: 206). 

  Wellmeier suggests that the presence of at least “one 

or two forerunners” was reason enough for Maya to travel to sites such as Los Angeles 

and Florida since they would be able “to provide temporary housing, a job lead, and 

advice about the necessary papers” to work and live in the US (Wellmeier 1998: 103). 

Whereas earlier migration was done by fleeing families in regions heavily 

impacted by the war, throughout the late-1980s and up to the present, migration began to 

be increasingly dominated by young single men seeking economic opportunities (Burns 

1993: 12).  In regards to Maya migration to southern Florida, Burns writes: 

Unlike many migrants from Central America, the Maya who have come to Florida 
since 1982 first arrived as families. Children with one or more parents, uncles, 
cousins, brothers-in-law, and sisters-in-law all traveled together [as a result of the 

                                                 
19 Eight of the nine Q’anjob’ales were male and one was female. 
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violence]….[After a few years] however, family group immigration was replaced 
by the immigration of young men (Ibid). 
 

As a result of this shift in migration, Wellmeier claimed that by 1998 there was a gender 

imbalance in Los Angeles where Maya “men outnumber women approximately three to 

one” (Wellmeier 1998: 102).  Hence, there exists some intermarriage between Mayas and 

Latinos. 

Upon arrival to Los Angeles, many Maya which include various groups such as 

the Q’anjob’ales, K’iche’, Chujes and Kachiqueles settled around the downtown area in 

the districts of Pico-Union and Westlake.  Other areas with concentrations of Maya 

include Hollywood, the San Fernando Valley and South-Central.  Since many 

Guatemalan migrants are undocumented it is difficult to determine how many live in the 

United States.  In 1970, there were 5,600 Guatemalans in the Los Angeles area and by 

1980 this number had increased to 38,000 (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001: 45).  In 1984, 

the Guatemalan Consulate reported that there were 50,000 documented and between 

60,000 to 80,000 undocumented Guatemalan in Los Angeles, most who arrived within 

the previous five years (Peñalosa 1984). The 2000 census claims that there are 480,665 

Guatemalans in the United States where those that claim not to be Hispanic was 13,590 

(US Census Bureau 2000).20

                                                 
20 According to the 2000 US Census, 171,000 Guatemalans entered the U.S. from 1980 to 1990, 

whereas 236,830 came between 1990 and 2000 which reveals higher levels of recorded migration after the 
height of the civil war (US Census 2000). 

  In December 2009, the Prensa Libre reported that there 

were an estimated 1.2 million Guatemalans living in the United States (Méndez 2009).  

Popkin estimates that there are 118,069 Guatemalans residing in Los Angeles in which 
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10,000 are Maya (Popkin 2005: 694-5).  While the Maya are the majority in Guatemala, 

they are a minority within the Guatemalan diaspora in Los Angeles. 

Reception in the United States is characterized by a very hostile anti-immigrant 

environment creating an atmosphere of fear of deportation that presents difficulties for 

undocumented groups to actively practice their culture in public spaces.  Anti-immigrant 

animosity in California was evident with the passing of Proposition 187 in 1994 which 

sought to prevent undocumented immigrants from accessing many social services 

(Harman 1995: 159).  During the early 1980s, anti-immigrant movements manifested 

through the English-Only campaign which sought to deter foreign languages by making 

English the official language of the US.  More recent anti-immigrant legislation on the 

national level includes the failed HR 4437 in 2006 that sought to strengthen enforcement 

of immigration laws and enhance border security.  Deportations of people from Mexico 

and Central America increased during the George W. Bush administration (2001-2009) 

through the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) program entitled “Endgame” 

established to deport “all removable aliens” between 2003 and 2012 (Cerda 2005).21  

Consequently, between 2005 and 2009, 108,154 Guatemalans were deported from the 

United States.  Some arrived as minors or have US-born children or spouses (Bonillo 

2009).22

                                                 
21 Endgame is administered by the Office of Detention and Removal (DRO). ICE operates under 

the Department of Homeland Security created in 2002. 

  This includes highly publicized ICE raids such as those in Postville, Iowa and 

22 Deportations have increased within this time period from 11,512 in 2005; 18,305 in 2006; 
23,062 in 2007; 28,051 in 2008; and 27,222 in 2009. Fifty-seven percent of those deported were between 
the ages of 18 and 30. Moreover, fifty-five percent left family in the United States. 
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New Bedford, Massachusetts where the majority of those arrested and detained were 

Guatemalan and Maya.23

Latinos and Hispanics are the largest minority group in Los Angeles due to 

constant waves of migration from Mexico and Central America.  In 1990, Latinos 

constituted thirty-eight percent of Los Angeles County and have heavy concentrations in 

certain sections of the city such as East Los Angeles where Latinos make up ninety-five 

percent of the population (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001: 41).  Latino identity and culture 

is heavily influenced and shaped by Mexicans who have historical and emotional roots in 

California, especially since it was part of Mexico before its annexation in 1848 following 

the US-Mexican War.  Their large numbers has led Mexicans to dominate Latino politics 

and organizations.  Many Latin American immigrants carry over with them to the United 

States deeply-embedded racist attitudes from their home countries against indigenous 

peoples.

 

24

                                                 
23 The raid in New Bedford led the Maya K’iche Organization (OMK), established in New 

Bedford Massachusetts in 1995, to organize and come to the aid of the families who had members detained 
in the raids.  

  Derogatory terms and sayings such as “no seas indio” or “cara de indio” are 

still heard in Latino communities.  Many of these prejudices are sustained by Spanish 

television networks who import programming from Latin America and which portray 

indigenous people in a negative light (Dávila 2001).  Many of these issues will be 

detailed in the next chapter. 

24 For more on racist attitudes towards indigenous people in Mexico, see: David Frye. Indians into 
Mexicans: History and Identity in a Mexican Town. (Austin: U of Texas Press, 1996); Guillermo Bonfil 
Batalla, México Profundo: Reclaiming a Civilization. (Austin: U of Texas, 1996). 
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Thus the Maya in Los Angeles are forced to deal with marginalization on two 

fronts: anti-immigrant sentiments from American society and inter-ethnic discrimination 

from Guatemalan and Latino communities.  This has led the Maya to ethnically pass as 

Latino to avoid deportation or racism as well as adopt and develop strategies and 

programs to preserve their identity and culture in exile.  As we will see, Maya settlement 

and reception will have serious impacts on the ethnic identity formation of the children of 

Maya which will be explored in depth in the next chapter. 

Maya Assimilation into the Latino Community 

 In the 1983 film El Norte, a Q’anjob’al brother and sister, Enrique and Rosa 

Xuncax, are forced to leave their community in the western highlands of Guatemala after 

the military murdered their father and kidnapped their mother.  They decide to migrate to 

Los Angeles to escape the terror and violence of the civil war.  But in order to reach their 

final destination, they are forced to go through Mexico and enter the United States 

“illegally” which forces them to abandon their indigenous dress.  Once in Mexico they 

hitchhike and catch a ride with a trucker who realizes that they are Guatemalan and offers 

them advice and educates them on Mexican culture in order to avoid being detected by 

immigration officials.  This included a brief introduction of Mexican curse words and 

identifying as Oaxacan (which is the state with the heaviest concentration of indigenous 

people in Mexico).  When they are detained by the US Border Patrol in their first attempt 

to cross the border, they use these tactics to convince these authorities that they are 

Mexican, thus avoiding deportation to Guatemala where they risked death by the military. 
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On their arrival to Los Angeles, they are confronted with an environment that is 

predominately Mexican where indigenous identity is non-existent and easily blend into 

the Mexican community.  This is highlighted by Enrique who continued to pass and 

identify as Oaxacan to his co-workers.  While this account is based on a film, much of the 

characters experiences captured some of the daily reality for many Maya migrants, 

mainly the threat of deportation and their incorporation into the Latino community in 

order to survive in Los Angeles.  Most often this includes the suppression of their 

indigenous identity through the loss of traje and language.  

Like in El Norte, many Maya women are forced to wear western clothing when 

they immigrate to the US.  For undocumented Maya, wearing traje may represent an 

increased risk in being deported or being discriminated against while crossing Mexico 

and settling in the US.  Yet it is important to note that this can not be said for all Maya 

women, specifically Maya who have gained legal residency.  There are several reasons 

Maya no longer wear traje even though it was an everyday part of life in Guatemala.  

While one may have gained legal residency, it does not diminish marginalization and 

discrimination from other ethnic groups.  For others it may have to do with personal or 

practical reasons.  Elena, a legal US resident, claims that she no longer wears traje since 

it is not something that one wears in the US “porque es de allá.”  In addition, she adds 

that traje is more expensive to buy in the US and Guatemala than it used to be as well as 

harder to wash them here since the thread comes apart in washing machines.  Clara shares 

that while she was originally forced to take off her traje to avoid deportation; her reasons 
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for not wearing it now are due to the same reasons as Elena despite being a legal 

resident.25

Signs of language shift and loss are present among the Maya in the US, and used 

to avoid discrimination, deportation and can be viewed as a larger product of coloniality 

or self-hate of being Maya.  In some instances children of Maya may not even speak 

Spanish which is also common among children of their Latino counter-parts.  Peñalosa in 

the mid-1980s warns in “Trilingualism in the Barrio: Mayan Indians in Los Angeles,” of 

the growing hispanicization of Maya immigrants as a result of their shift to the use of 

Spanish and English.  Peñalosa’s study, to my knowledge, is the only study on the use of 

language among the Maya in the US and as a result I quote him at length. 

 

Peñalosa’s study interviews one-hundred and thirty four Maya immigrants from 

various parts of the Guatemalan department of Huehuetenango living in Los Angeles.26

                                                 
25 Interestingly, Clara broke tradition by not wearing her full traje to the airport on a trip to 

Guatemala in November 2009, but instead only wore her corte.  When I asked her why she was only 
wearing her corte she expressed that she felt a sense of discrimination by US airport authorities.  Her fears 
were confirmed when she was randomly searched by Transportation Security Administration security. 

  

The median age was 24.4 years in which 68.1 percent were married and 64.8 percent had 

children.  More men (77.3 percent) than women (33.8 percent) spoke Spanish which is 

attributed to men’s higher access to state institutions in Guatemala such as the 

educational system.  On the other hand, more women spoke a Maya language at a higher 

rate than men.  There were also higher rates of Mayas using more Spanish in Los Angeles 

than in Guatemala.  The sample reported that 51.5 percent spoke more Spanish in Los 

26  41.8 percent of the respondents were from the Acatec-speaking municipios of San Miguel 
Acatan and 31.4 from San Rafael la Independencia and Nentón. The rest were from Q’anjob’al speaking 
communities in which 20.9 percent were from Santa Cruz Barillas and Santa Eulalia.   
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Angeles than in Guatemala and 27.6 percent claimed that they spoke the same amount of 

Spanish.  Peñalosa argues that Spanish among the Maya is considered a prestige language 

where it is spoken more towards the younger generation than the older.  In regards to the 

use of English, Spanish and Maya among younger generation, he writes: 

Respondents spoke more Spanish to their children than to their spouses…respon-
dents were asked whether they thought it was necessary for their children to learn 
English, Spanish and their own language: 74.0 percent of the respondents thought 
that it was necessary for their children to learn Maya, 96.2 percent Spanish, and 
96.2 percent English…Men were more likely (100.0 percent) than women (82.2 
percent) to say that it was necessary for their children to learn Spanish (Ibid: 240, 
244). 

As we can see with Peñalosa’s study, there is an overall tendency to use more Spanish 

than Maya in Los Angeles which he claims is due to the strong influences of the majority 

Latino population in the city. 

Maya interaction with Latinos occurs in various public and private spaces, such as 

work, church, grocery stores and school. Among one of the sectors that the Maya work is 

the garment industry.  Estimates suggest that roughly ninety percent of Mayas in Los 

Angeles have worked in the garment industry (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001: 80).  Alex, 

a K’iche’ from the department of El Quiché, works at a garment factory in downtown Los 

Angeles.  He complains that there are many Mayas employed at his worksite who are 

discriminated by their Latino co-workers for speaking an indigenous language.  Other 

Mayas of other linguistic communities have shared similar accounts, and situations.  

These conditions have created a hostile environment against the Maya that forces them to 

develop, maintain, retain or unconsciously acknowledge a certain degree of self-hate and 

embarrassment of their indigenous roots that have been suppressed in Guatemala.  For 
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example, Roberto, a K’iche’ immigrant, states that many indigenous people are chastised 

for mispronouncing Spanish words (which is sometimes their second-language) and are 

often called “indios” or “inditos,” both derogatory terms.  Roberto claims that these 

circumstances led two of his younger immigrant brothers to no longer identify as Maya 

and identifying as Latino. 

On a practical level some Maya may be incapable of speaking their language due 

to the absence of other Maya from their linguistic communities in their lives.  This is 

even more so if no one is publicly speaking their language for the reasons listed above.  

Carlos, a Q’anjob’al, shares that while there were Maya at his church, he was unable to 

speak his maternal language during his early years in the US since they were from other 

linguistic groups and communicated through Spanish which is the lingua franca among 

the Maya.  It was not until he met his wife, also a Q’anjob’al, that he was able to speak 

Q’anjob’al. 

Maya Strategies and Programs to Preserve Identity and Culture 

 These conditions of racism, displacement and life in exile have also forced and 

influenced the Maya to adopt strategies to preserve their identity and culture.  The limited 

spaces and opportunities to practice Maya identity in public spaces or to travel back to 

Guatemala has created a greater urgency and serious challenge to maintain links to 

Guatemala and Maya culture.  These barriers are more so for the undocumented and the 

lower class that may not have the legal status or capital to go back to Guatemala or 

finance cultural revitalization programs.  Despite these circumstances, Maya immigrants 
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in Los Angeles have been able to re-construct their identity and culture outside of 

Guatemala through various channels such as religion, music and language.   

The promotion of Maya identity is evident within religious institutions.  Due to 

the large Latino population in Los Angeles, the Catholic Church has made little effort to 

incorporate Maya culture into their parishes and instead have categorized them as 

Hispanic to avoid conflict (Wellmeier 1998: 107).  In the early 1980s, Peñalosa noted:  

some young people who attended a K’anjobal church group in Guatemala are now 
attending Spanish language churches here, wanting to identify with the Latino 
community. Here we see a process similar to what happens in Guatemala as 
Indians become Latinos through the assimilation process, except that here it is an 
assimilation to the local Latino culture of Los Angeles (Peñalosa 1984: 220).   
 

Consequently, the Maya in Los Angeles began establishing their own religious-cultural 

organizations.  For instance, the Q’anjob’ales from Santa Eulalia created the Fraternidad 

Ewulense Maya Q’anjob’al (FEMAQ’) in the late-1980s in order to incorporate Maya 

spirituality or costumbre within the Catholic Church as well as a vehicle to preserve their 

ethnic identity (Wellmeier 1998: 100).27

Organizing around the Catholic Church has also given rise to a national Maya 

organization, Pastoral Maya, which gained official recognition from the Office of 

Pastoral Care of Migrants and Refugees of the United States Conference of Catholic 

Bishops in the late-1990s.  Since then, the organization has held meetings at a national 

level to discuss “important aspects of Maya culture and spirituality, [and] the needs of the 

communities” (LeBaron 2005: 125).  As of 2005, approximately forty Maya communities 

   

                                                 
27 Wellmeier (1998) further details the relationship of the Catholic Church and the Maya 

community as well as providing background information on FEMAQ’. 
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are associated with Pastoral Maya and come from states such as Arizona, Georgia, 

Tennessee, Indiana, Alabama, Colorado, Oregon, South Carolina, Florida and California.  

During workshops of the third national conference in 2004, among problems identified as 

“threats” to the Maya communities across the United States included, discrimination, 

racism, deportation, insults and loss of culture.  This was followed by discussions and 

recommendations to best resolve these issues (Ibid: 125-42).  Thus, Pastoral Maya has 

provided space for the Maya in the US to build networks of support across the country to 

confront many of the same problems shared as an ethnic group. 

The Maya in Los Angeles have designed and adopted revitalization projects 

similar to those in Guatemala in order to encourage indigenous language and traditions 

among the youth.  Most recently, members of the Maya community sponsored a 

Q’anjob’al language course in 2008 in which twenty-five Maya students participated.  

This was followed by another course that allowed students to learn either K’iche’, 

Q’anjob’al or Maya spirituality in the summer of 2009.  In the summer of 2010, this 

program was expanded to include five sections in which students could either learn 

K’iche’, Q’anjob’al, Chuj, Maya spirituality or glyphs.  The program now has its own 

website which is still being developed.28

Sonia, a six-teen year old K’iche’, immigrated to the US at the age of ten to 

reunite with her parents and was a participant of the 2009 summer course.  She views 

language as a source of Maya identity, especially since she no longer wears her traje in 

 

                                                 
28 I do not include the name of the website in order to protect the privacy and identity of my 

informants. 
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the United States as she did when she lived with her grandmother in Xela.  Traje in 

emitting cultural memory is visible in the response of Elena when she referred to traje as 

something worn “allá” (i.e. Guatemala). Furthermore, Sonia was often accompanied by 

her younger ten year old cousin who was also interested in learning K’iche’ in order to 

speak the maternal language of his parents.  Similarly another girl was proud to say she 

spoke Q’anjob’al to her grandmother in Guatemala over the phone.  Angela, a K’iche’ 

mother, accompanied her twelve year-old daughter to a couple of classes.  Angela claims 

that she did not inculcate Maya culture and language with her daughter but was satisfied 

by the fact that she wanted to learn K’iche’ and attend these classes after she heard about 

them in her school.  Here we can clearly see a demand by children who want to learn 

their maternal and ancestral language as well as a sense of pride towards their roots.  

Revitalization programs such as language courses have provided children of Maya the 

space and opportunity to learn, recover and express their identity which is repressed in 

Los Angeles. 

Annual celebrations of patron saints of various Maya communities have been held 

in Los Angeles since the early 1980s.  One of the earliest Maya communities to celebrate 

fiestas in Los Angeles are the Q’anjob’ales from San Miguel Acatán.  Peñalosa, who 

attended this fiesta on September 29, 1984, observed: 

with as many as 200-300 people in attendance…there was a mass, voting for 
candidates for queen followed by an elaborate crowing ceremony and dancing to a 
marimba band, as well as the consumption of typical Guatemalan foods. The 
proceedings were entirely in Spanish, except for a few words uttered in K’anjobal 
by an Anglo priest, and a K’anjobal song (Peñalosa 1984: 211). 
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Hence, it is in fiestas as well as other religious celebrations where women are able to 

wear their trajes and traditional Maya and Guatemalan food such as tamales and atole is 

served.  Today, many of these fiestas have maintained many of these practices and 

ceremonies such as the presence of marimba, dancing and the crowning of princesas.   

But these celebrations have changed in a few areas.  For example, the fiesta for 

the patron saint of Santa Eulalia is held in February where Q’anjob’ales participate in 

cultural activities that has increasingly involved their children.  In 2009 this included 

speeches of princesas representing the various Maya diasporic communities in Los 

Angeles as well as the first ever princesa Maya (represented by a K’iche’).29

Among one of the most important cultural tools of the Maya in Guatemala and 

Los Angeles is the marimba which provides a channel for children to express their 

  All were 

second-generation women who spoke a Maya language and Spanish to address and 

encourage the youth in attendance to be proud of their indigenous roots.  Another activity 

at the fiesta included the re-enactment of a scene in the marketplace in the western 

highlands of Guatemala where children and adults sold and bought products such as 

pottery and trajes.  Since the 1980s, fiestas have increasingly incorporated Mayas born 

and raised, or raised in the United States, some who may have never visited or remember 

Guatemala.  Fiestas allow children to get a sense of life in Guatemala and simultaneously 

promote Maya identity and spirituality as they provide a space for children to express 

their culture along with their parents and as a community. 

                                                 
29 Princessas are prevalent in Central America and tend to be the female cultural representatives of 

their respective communities. They have come to play an increasing role in many Central American 
diasporic communities in the United States. 
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identity and culture through music.  Wellmeier claims that the marimba for the Maya 

“embodies the soul of their culture” and is considered “semisacred” (Wellmeier 1998: 

109).  The marimba usually requires seven musicians to play in unison and thus 

demonstrates the cooperative character of Maya communities.  During the civil war in the 

1980s, some Q’anjob’ales carried their marimbas in their flight to Mexican refugee 

camps where they utilized them as a means to preserve their culture and confront the 

anguish of exile (Montejo 1999: 113, 160).  The Q’anjob’ales in Indiantown, Florida and 

Los Angeles have also used the marimba as a means to express their collective Mayan 

identity (Burns 1993: 144; Wellmeier 1998: 110).  Recently, the Q’anjob’ales organized a 

marimba band in the early 2000s consisted of US-born Maya in order to promote their 

culture. 

The marimba group began as an effort to inculcate a sense of Maya identity and 

community among US-born Maya.  The roots of the band started in 1999 when Victor, a 

Q’anjob’al from Santa Eulalia and marimbista, along with the support of FEMAQ’ 

organized and notified parents about their plans to form a marimba band.30

                                                 
30 Victor himself has played in a marimba band to raise funds for FEMAQ’ in the 1990s.  

According to him, the marimba is the symbol of the community wherein every key has a different meaning 
and role which makes part of the whole.  

  This first 

effort suffered a few setbacks due to various factors such as the lack of space for practice.  

After a couple of years in hiatus, Victor again attempted to create a group in 2001 which 

was successful after he was able to secure a garage space for practice along with the 

commitment of parents and children.  Although the marimba group is open to all Maya 

and Guatemalans, all its members are children of Q’anjob’ales.  Currently, there are 
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approximately fifteen players whose age ranges from seven to eighteen.31  The group has 

performed throughout California and in other states such as Nebraska and Arizona.  The 

band even has their own website where you can reserve them for parties and other 

events.32

Maria and her thirteen-year old sister Nancy have been playing the marimba since 

2001 and feel joy in expressing their Maya heritage through music.  Maria plays melody 

and Nancy plays the bass section of the marimba.  Since they are the only girls 

participating in this traditional male activity, both claim that their male cousins have 

made fun of them for playing marimba.

   

33

 With thousands of Mayas arriving to the US since the 1970s, either fleeing 

violence or seeking economic opportunity, many have established lives in Los Angeles.  

There their children have come to represent a new generation of Mayas in the US.  In this 

chapter I have demonstrated how Maya cultural resistance in Los Angeles is achieved 

  Nancy recalls being teased by one of her 

cousins when he told her “your tamales will never come out right because you’re playing 

marimba.”  The importance of the marimba in transmitting a sense of Maya identity, 

history and cultural memory was demonstrated by Nancy who claimed that playing the 

marimba provided her with a “good feeling” and pride since it was the same instrument 

that her elders played before her.  The marimba in Los Angeles has served to express 

Maya identity as well as demonstrate the reconstruction of Maya culture. 

                                                 
31 There were other players in the band, but some left for different reasons. 
32 I did not include the name of the website in respect for the participants who did not want the 

group to be identified in this study.  
33 Wellmeier notes that in general Maya women did not play the marimba and none were present 

in her 1998 study in Los Angeles (1998: 111). Thus, Nancy and Cindy are among the first Maya females in 
Los Angeles to play the marimba. 
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through cultural memory of a shared past and identity through revitalization programs, 

celebrations, ceremonies and language.  As we will see in the next chapter, the struggle to 

maintain or recover a strong indigenous identity is made difficult through institutional 

forces that emphasize a Latino/Hispanic identity on all people from Latin America which 

is both problematic and controversial.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
CHILDREN OF MAYA IN LOS ANGELES 

 

Children of Maya who migrate or are born in urban centers with a large Ladino 

presence are forced to negotiate their identity against the challenges of oppressive 

authenticity on what it means to be Maya and urban indigeneity.  Maya youths in Los 

Angeles confront these difficulties with the added challenge of being abroad and away 

from their ancestral territories.  Some may have never been or remember Guatemala.  As 

an outcome of these circumstances, the Maya have adopted strategies to preserve their 

heritage among their children, many of which were detailed in the previous chapter.   

In this chapter I explore the challenges that indigenous children and the children 

of immigrants in the United States face in maintaining their identity and culture.  In order 

to do so, I first provide a brief history of Latinos in the US and the creation of Latinidad 

which was highly influenced by the media.  Since some children of Mayas identify with 

this group, they have consequently inherited the group’s marginalization and history as 

well as contributing to the group’s diversity.  Second, I will analyze the factors that have 

led the children of Maya to self-identify into four categories in which Maya identity is 

either retained or diminished.  This is accompanied by a deeper analysis of case studies 

involving interviews with children of Maya and Maya parents to better illustrate these 

categories. 

Latinos in the US 
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The creation of Latino and Hispanic identity in the United States was highly 

influenced by the marketing industry which created a common identity for people from 

Latin America.  Yet, the terms Latino and Hispanic both homogenize a heterogeneous 

people into a common identity.  Arlene Dávila’s Latinos Inc.: The Marketing and Making 

of a People, demonstrates the manner in which the media has paradoxically been a source 

of stereotyping Latinos and Hispanics as well as promoting Latino culture within a 

hostile anti-immigrant environment.  Dávila traces the origins and development of the 

Latino market, media and the images they project in order to analyze Latinidad in the 

United States.  

 Latinos in the United States have had a very unique history in the United States, 

in which some immigrated to the US such as Cubans, Central Americans and Puerto 

Ricans, or forced into becoming part of the US, particularly the Mexicans in the 

Southwest.  Latinos were incorporated into the United States since the nineteenth century 

as a result of migration, war and colonization.  The first major incorporation of Latinos 

into the United States were Mexicans in the Southwest following the Mexican-American 

War (1846-1848) which led the United States to take half of Mexican territory that 

included California, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada.  Many 

Mexicans continue to have large concentrations in many cities in the southwest such as 

Los Angeles and San Antonio.   

Since the Mexican-American War, Mexican migration to the US and former 

Mexican territories has been stimulated by poverty as well as political reasons such as the 

1910 Mexican Revolution in which many were displaced due to the violence.  In the 
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1920s, nearly two million Mexicans migrated to the US, another four million between 

1940 and 1964, and another six to twelve million in the 1970s (Vigil 2004: 31).  Most 

recently as a result of the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement, thousands of 

agricultural workers were displaced due to their inability to compete with US farmers 

who receive subsidies from their government (Bacon 2008).  Mexicans have also 

historically fallen victim to deportation and discrimination.  Following World War II the 

US government deported Mexicans through actions such as Operation Wetback in 1954 

and efforts to deport undocumented Mexicans continue today.  Most recently in 2010, the 

passing of SB 1070 in the state of Arizona which has a heavy concentration of Mexicans, 

if allowed to be implemented, would allow police officers to check the legal status of 

“suspicious” people who may be undocumented.  Some organizations and activists have 

argued that this is discriminatory law that targets Latinos and people of Mexican descent 

(Archibold 2010). 

Many Mexicans and other Latin Americans in the southwest are discriminated 

against for speaking Spanish or preserving their culture.  This is something that I have 

witnessed and experienced firsthand throughout my life contributing to my own self-hate 

and internalized racism.  For instance, there were often times when I was growing up 

where I wished I had a lighter skin color.34

                                                 
34 Urrieta (2003) also reports experiencing similar emotions when he was growing up in Los 

Angeles.  

  Consequently, Mexican marginalization led 

to the emergence of the Chicano movement in the 1960s based on empowerment through 

the creation of a Chicana/o identity.  Yet, the term Chicana/o itself remains a 
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controversial identity since it is based off of Mexica identity and culture which at times 

overlooks other indigenous groups in Mexico such as the Zapotecs and the Maya (Urrieta 

2003).  Thus, Mexicans and Mexican-Americans are a heterogeneous group with a 

complex past but who have been placed into a Mexican identity, which has itself been 

categorized into the Latino identity. 

Students from Latin American backgrounds within the educational system in Los 

Angeles are often socialized into Western European and Euro-American culture and 

history.  While the California State Constitution was written in both English and Spanish 

following the Mexican-American War, state institutions came to marginalize the use of 

Spanish, particularly in the educational system.  Mexican-American students were 

segregated from their Euro-American counter-parts, but were taught in English by 

abusive teachers.  In addition, many students were hit, chastised and harassed by their 

peers if they spoke Spanish in the classroom or on the playground.  As a result, many 

Mexican children downplayed their culture through acts such as throwing away their 

lunch that sometimes consisted of tortillas in order to avoid discrimination from Anglo 

students (Dávila 2001: 33).  While the Latino community has made gains in 

representation within the educational system, much of it is based on a curriculum that 

emphasizes Mexican culture, people and celebrations such as Cinco de Mayo and 

Mexican-American labor activist Cesar Chavez. 

Another major conflict during the nineteenth century was the Spanish-American 

War (1898) that led the United States to gain possession of Puerto Rico and the 

Philippines as a colony and temporary control over Cuba.  Puerto Rico today remains a 
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US territory and its inhabitants have the capability of obtaining US residency.  As a 

result, many Puerto Ricans reside in the United States, particularly in New York and the 

East Coast.  Cubans in the United States, like the Mexicans, have a complex history 

involving migration stimulated by politics and poverty.  During the Cold War, the 1959 

Cuban Revolution challenged US interests when Fidel Castro expropriated American 

property and industries, thus falling out of favor with the United States and the Cuban 

elite.  The United States responded by allowing Cubans to gain legal residency as 

political refugees which was accompanied by financial support in the form of loans to 

start businesses.   

Many Americans were sympathetic to the incoming Cubans in the 1960s since 

they were portrayed as a people escaping a repressive Communist nation under the rule of 

Castro.  According to Dávila, this wave of Cuban migration “brought key figures of the 

well-developed Cuban publicity, entertainment, and marketing industries…ready to tap 

[into] the marketing opportunities arising from the changing demographics” in the east 

coast (Ibid: 29).  Many of these early Cubans were white and usually from the wealthiest 

sectors of society.  In comparison, many of the Cubans that arrived in the late 1970s and 

1980s, also known as Marielitos, were working-class, darker, mulatto, and more racially 

representative of contemporary Cuba than the earlier upper-class exiles” (Ibid: 252 n2).  

But, these later Cubans still enjoy political asylum in the US.  The Cubans and Puerto 

Ricans legal status and political position in the US, had led to their higher visibility and 

opportunity to access the power structures of the state than many undocumented Latinos.  
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But as we will see below, the economic, racial and political characteristics of early 

Cubans allowed them to play a crucial role in the marketing industry. 

More recent waves of Latino migration also include Central Americans, 

specifically Guatemalans and Salvadorans who fled state-sponsored violence during the 

1980s.  Due to US involvement in supporting Central American governments who were 

massacring and displacing their own people, many were denied refugee status or political 

asylum unlike their Cuban counterparts.  As a result, many Central Americans were 

forced to enter the United States undocumented making them susceptible to exploitation 

in abusive working conditions (Chinchilla and Hamilton 2001).  Moreover, many 

Americans were unsympathetic to the plight of Central Americans and instead reacted 

negatively to the incoming immigrants (which included Mexicans) demonstrated by anti-

immigrant legislation such as the 1994 passing of Proposition 187 in California. 

The emergence of Latinidad was a result of the efforts and work of 

Latino/Hispanic marketers and advertisers within the industry.  Dávila traces the origin 

and development of the Hispanic marketing industry to 1961 when Emilio Azcárraga, a 

Mexican television entrepreneur and influential figure of Televisa’s Mexican empire, 

bought TV stations in Los Angeles and San Antonio.  These station became known as the 

Spanish International Network and Spanish international Communications Corporations 

(SIN/SICC) which would eventually become known as Univision in 1986 (Dávila 2001: 

25-7).  By 1982, SIN reached ninety percent of Latino households and today remains the 

largest and most influential station within the Latino community in the US (Ibid).  The 

other major Spanish television network is Telemundo which was originally launched and 
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controlled by US corporations since 1986.  Both Univision and Telemundo import and air 

programming from Latin America rather than US produced Latino programming, thus 

maintaining a strong link to Latin America.  For instance, ninety percent of SIN/SICC 

network hours were used to air imported Mexican programming (Ibid).  Similarly, 

Telemundo relied heavily on Puerto Rican programming but eventually shifted in airing 

Mexican and Venezuelan programs (Ibid).  Spanish networks preferred to import 

programming from Latin America for various reasons, specifically in maintaining 

marketer’s desire in making Spanish the universal marker for Latinidad in the US as well 

as the cheapness in hiring actors and filming in Latin America.   

Many of the early advertisers in the Hispanic industry were Cuban immigrants 

fleeing the Cuban Revolution.  As mentioned earlier, many of these Cuban migrants were 

from the upper sectors of Cuban society and some were educated and had experience in 

the marketing industry.  Dávila reveals that many founders of advertising agencies were 

Cubans such as the Spanish Advertising and Marketing Services, the “first and largest 

full service Hispanic advertising agency in the United States” founded in 1962, among 

others (Ibid: 29).  At first many of these agencies operated on the local level and focusing 

on specific Latino groups such as Puerto Ricans or Cubans in New York.  This was a 

result of many companies such as Colgate and Campbell Soup refusal to seriously invest 

in the Hispanic market at a national level which was almost non-existent in the 1970s and 

early 1980s (Ibid: 30).   

Unlike Mexicans and other Latinos in the US, early Cubans did not suffer from 

severe racism and discrimination.  As mentioned earlier, Mexicans in the southwest were 
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a colonized people who were discriminated against for speaking Spanish.  The earlier 

Cubans unique political status along with their lighter skin and higher economic position, 

allowed them to have the resources and, political and economic clout to promote the 

Spanish language.  Moreover, as recent arrivals they were not fully integrated into US 

society and thus lacked “a fully internalized…subordinate status” (Ibid: 33).  As a result, 

Dávila claims that many Cubans have asserted that they are responsible for dignifying 

Latinidad rather than being “shamed and embarrassed by their identity” (Ibid: 32).  Thus, 

Cubans, who represented a lighter wealthier section of the Latino community, came to 

dominate the Hispanic marketing industry whose legacy is still felt today.  Many of these 

advertisers lobbied the US government to introduce a Hispanic category on the census 

which again appeals to a European identity (Ibid: 40).  This created conflict on the 

definition of Latinidad since the vast majority of Latinos are not Cuban, rich and white, 

and many often immigrate “illegally.” 

The benefits of Latinidad as a “out-of-many, one-people” identity as described by 

Dávila, is evident in the media’s influential and activist role in promoting immigrant 

rights and providing resources such as information for becoming citizens (Ibid: 16).  The 

marginalization of the various Latino groups in the US such as the colonized Mexicans or 

the displaced Central Americans, has contributed to a shared identity of cultural 

oppression in which Latin American groups are pressured into Anglicizing and abandon 

their maternal language, which is often Spanish.  Dávila demonstrates the role of the 

media as a source of culture for many Latino immigrants who want to preserve their 

language and pass it on to their children (Ibid).  In addition, on issues of immigration, 
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Spanish media networks have been very supportive of immigrant rights.  This is evident 

in the “Ya es Hora” campaign, heavily supported by Univision, which provides resources 

for undocumented Latinos to become citizens as well as encouraging Latinos to register 

to vote (Ya es Hora 2010).  Therefore, the Latino and Hispanic label have often served as 

a catch-all identity to counter the oppressive cultural and political environment of US 

society as well as to increase Latino presence in public and political spaces. 

Dávila claims that the method and environment, in which the marketing industry 

operated, heavily shaped who is allowed to participate in the continuous shaping of 

Latinidad.  She argues that since the majority of Spanish programming was imported 

from Latin America this led to the false image of an “authentic” Latino since these 

programs stereotyped all Latinos as Spanish speaking.  Moreover, the importation of 

these programs prevented the development of Latino programming to be created in the 

US and thus diversify the definition of Latinidad.  Hence, this has prevented English-

speaking Latinos from being “authentic” Latinos, which has often cut their ability to 

work within the industry (Dávila 2001: 34-5).  Also, since many of these programs are 

imported from Mexico and Puerto Rico, they tend to emphasize Mexican and Puerto 

Rican culture rather than other groups such as Central American culture and identity. 

The dangers of Latinidad lay in essentializing all people from Latin America and 

their descendents as Latinos and Hispanics.  Urrieta (2003) complicates “Latino” and 

“Hispanic” identity and argues that indigenous identity continues to be repressed in US 

society through the use of identities such as Latino, Hispanic and alternative identities 

such as Chicano.  He claims that like in Latin America, indigenous identities in Los 
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Angeles are associated with backwardness, ugliness and ignorance, whereas Europeans 

are viewed as intelligent, beautiful and civilized (Ibid: 152-3).  Migration to the US has 

subjected indigenous people to a new imposed identity under the “uncritical panethnic 

identity as “Hispanic’” in the United States by the state and their Latino counterparts 

(Ibid: 149).  Urrieta claims that discrimination and idealization of Latinidad that 

suppresses indigenous identity continues to be reinforced by Spanish-speaking channels 

which tend to emphasize their Spanish and European roots (Ibid: 152-3).   

The importance of avoiding essentializing all Latinos lies in noting that not all 

Latinos are pro-immigrant and Spanish-speaking.  This was made clear when a third of 

Mexican-Americans voted in favor of Proposition 187.  It is also vital to realize that 

many US-born Latinos are often chastised by Latin American immigrants for not having 

a good command of Spanish.  Consequently, many people who speak broken Spanish are 

called “gringos” or “pochos” which minimizes their legitimacy to identify with their 

parent’s home country.35

The marketing industry in creating and developing Latinidad has led to benefits 

and consequences to Latinos and Hispanics in the US.  In creating a common identity 

based off of promoting Latin American culture via the use of the Spanish language, has 

allowed a heterogeneous people to unite to become a significant and politically emerging 

group in the US as well as combating a hostile anti-immigrant and Eurocentric society.  

  Hence, Latinos of all backgrounds at times suffer from 

discrimination from other Latinos. 

                                                 
35 This again is based on personal and firsthand experience and those of informants, friends and 

family.  A Mexican friend once jokingly called me a “gringo Maya” since I was a self-identified Maya born 
in the US. 
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Yet Latinidad as Urrieta and Dávila have demonstrated, has also served to oppress other 

identities such as indigenous people and non-Spanish speaking US-born Latinos who are 

also an emerging group, especially since it is this group that is becoming more and more 

politically active.  The public images that are displayed through the marketing industry 

has aided in constructing a Latino/Hispanic identity but which is an identity in constant 

negotiation due to old repressed identities as well as the new emerging ones.  This is a 

conversation the children of Maya have entered in where Latino and Maya identities are 

discussed and negotiated. 

Self-identification of Children of Mayas 

Children of immigrants of all backgrounds are a growing population in the United 

States who face the difficulties in preserving their parental language, culture, identity and 

transnational ties to the home country.  Alejandro Portes and Rubén Rumbaut (2001) 

report that by 1999 first and second generations of immigrants and their children totaled 

fifty-five million persons or one out of five Americans.  In Los Angeles County, 

immigrants and their children constituted sixty-two percent of the area’s 9.5 million 

residents (Ibid: xviii, 21).  Challenges in maintaining a link to parent’s home country can 

be attributed to the educational system, intergenerational conflicts, media, anti-immigrant 

environment and poverty. 

The children of Maya are marginalized within an already marginalized 

community, and even further marginalized if they are undocumented.  Peñalosa observes 

that Maya children, particularly those “bused long distances to suburban schools,” are 
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treated as Hispanics by school personnel (Peñalosa 1986: 234).  Moreover, 

intergenerational conflict is exacerbated with language since many immigrant children 

learn to speak English at school and Spanish on the streets in which preference is given to 

the former (Menjívar 2002: 544; Portes and Rumbaut 2001: 113-46).  In addition, 

Harman notes that Maya elders and grandparents are absent or hold minimal 

responsibility in children’s education in Los Angeles which differs from their traditional 

role in Guatemala where they are a crucial element in transmitting culture to the youth 

(Harman 1995: 162).36

Under these conditions, children of Maya have self-identified into four general 

categories: 1) being unaware of or apathetic toward an indigenous past and identify as 

Latino/Hispanic; 2) recognize an indigenous past but do not fully identify as Maya and 

instead identify as Latino/Hispanic; 3) dual identity as Maya and Latino/Hispanic; 4) 

identify as Maya and reject Latino/Hispanic identity.  Below is a discussion on how these 

factors contribute to the construction of identity among Maya youth. 

  Los Angeles Mayas have commented that the lack of elders 

contributes to children’s lack of respect for their elders and indigenous principles, which 

they believe is a problem.   

The first group consists of children of Maya who are unaware or apathetic toward 

their indigenous heritage since many of their parents may themselves be ashamed, no 

longer identify as Maya or see any value in teaching their children an indigenous culture.  

Underlying discrimination within the Guatemalan community contributes to Maya 

                                                 
36 Portes and Rumbaut (2001) reported that only 13 percent of immigrant families in their study 

had a grandparent living with them (73). Similarly Peñalosa reported that only 4.5 percent of Mayas in 
1986 were above the age of fifty (1986: 236). 
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parent’s unwillingness or negligence in transmitting language and culture to their 

children.  Consequently, Maya identity is often diminished before many children are even 

born.  In addition, life in Los Angeles for many Guatemalan immigrants and their 

children is characterized by the daily efforts to survive in violent neighborhoods, 

characterized by drugs, gangs and poverty (Loucky 2000: 221; Harman 1995: 158).  

Moreover, American values of individualism have undermined a sense of community and 

threatened family unity (Loucky 2000: 221).  As a result, many youth are unaware or 

apathetic toward their indigenous past since they are never exposed to or place high value 

on Maya culture into their lives within inner-city neighborhoods.   

The difficulties in finding informants who were completely unaware or apathetic 

about their indigenous identity did not allow me to formally interview anyone in great 

depth.  For instance, asking someone, “Are you Maya?” or “Are your parents Maya?” 

without them knowing what a “Maya” is, is problematic since many of these people 

identify as Latino or Guatemalan (which is often synonymous to Latino).  Yet, some 

Maya interviewees cited examples of Maya parents they knew who were ashamed of 

their roots and refused to teach their children about Maya culture.  Some of the children 

of Maya described below were also in this position at some point of their lives and forms 

the basis for this category.  Furthermore, I include myself as an example since I did not 

know what a “Maya” was or that I was “Maya” until very recently.  Thus, in exploring 

these categories, it is important to note that this does not mean that members of this group 

or any of the others are incapable of identifying as Maya in the future or claiming another 

identity. 
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Although some children of Maya may recognize an indigenous past, some may 

not fully identify as Maya since they are unfamiliar with the culture or are ashamed.  

Alejandro, a twenty-year old son of Q’anjob’ales from San Pedro Soloma, 

Huehuetenango, is characteristic of this second group.  Alejandro speaks “broken 

Spanish” with his parents and only English with his siblings.  Moreover, most of his 

friends are of Mexican descent and knows little about Maya culture since his parents 

rarely exposed him to their traditions or discussed life in Guatemala.  Though Alejandro 

recognizes his parents’ indigenous background, he identifies as Latino.  According to 

Miguel, a Q’anjob’al teacher and active community member, many children of Maya are 

ashamed of their parents indigenous background and at times deny their roots among 

their Latino peers.37

 To reiterate, my tía Elena and her two daughters were the only family members I 

decided to interview for reasons already listed in the introduction.

  I will further explore this second group with a case study involving 

my tía Elena and her two daughters. 

38

 Elena was born in Xela in 1950 and is the daughter of my abuelita’s younger half-

brother.  Elena attended school, but was only able to complete four years of primary 

  My interview with 

Elena took place at her house together with her two daughters, husband and my father.  

At first I had planned to interview each of them one-on-one, but before I could begin, the 

conversation began to flow as a collective unit.  Rather than stop a potentially great 

conversation, I decided to conduct a group interview with their consent and approval. 

                                                 
37 Menjívar similarly notes that many Guatemalan children are sometimes ashamed of their 

parents’ language or background since non-European immigrants and non-English speakers are often 
associated with low social status and poverty (Menjívar 2002: 544).   

38 Tía Elena has three daughters, but I was unable to interview the eldest one. 
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education.  She worked in the fields sembrando (planting) agricultural products such as 

beans and maize as well as sewing at the age of eleven.  Elena worked in these sectors 

until she immigrated to the US in 1976. 

Throughout our discussion, tía Elena seemed to reproduce the same systems of 

discrimination and oppression that she claims she suffered in Xela.  Throughout the 

interview she kept utilizing the derogatory term indita and indito to describe herself and 

the Maya in Guatemala and at the same time to illustrate the insults that Ladinos used 

against her and other Maya.  Yet this is understandable given that it was common for 

Maya in Guatemala, especially before the Maya Movement, to recognize themselves as 

indios (Pop Caal 1981).  Moreover, I viewed her statements as the manifestation of 

internalized racism in which the term indio places indigenous peoples as inferior to 

Ladinos. 

When I began to ask Elena questions regarding identity she seemed not to know 

what I was talking about or recognized the significance of my questions.  This was clear 

when I asked her if our family (referring to my abuelita’s side), was Maya or K’iche’.  At 

first she was unsure of what I was asking.  In response, I asked her if she was Ladino to 

see if she would associate herself with a non-indigenous identity.  Almost instantly she 

answered by saying, “no that’s them, the other people.”  From there she began to describe 

the racism and discrimination that she experienced from “them,” the Ladinos.  Towards 

the end of the conversation I asked her if she had ever thought about Maya identity before 

my questions, and she claimed that she had not.  At the end of the interview, I felt that I 

had brought to her attention a “Maya” and K’iche’ identity that was always with her. 
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During the visit, Elena proudly and enthusiastically showed me a traje she had 

stored in a drawer in the dining room.  But unlike some Maya women, she does not wear 

her traje for special occasions since she believes it should only be worn in Guatemala.  

Her two daughters, Emma (twenty-five years old) and Brenda (twenty-two), actively 

participated in the discussion.  While both recognized their indigenous identity and past, 

they identified as Latino.  Emma claimed that she knew she had indigenous roots but did 

not “know what type they [her family] were.”  Similarly, Brenda states that she knew she 

had Maya roots but “didn’t know they were K’iche’.”  Her awareness of being 

descendant of K’iche’s was a result of my discussion with Elena.  Yet, both shared their 

experiences in wearing traje as children during their trips to Guatemala as well as having 

a strong familiarity and attachment with Xela. 

 Here, we clearly see the role cultural materials have in creating cultural memory.  

Brenda’s and Emma’s memory of wearing traje allowed them to recognize an indigenous 

past, a past they recalled and revisited during our conversation.  While Elena identified as 

indigenous, Brenda and Emma continued to identify as Latina which is why I placed 

them in the second category.  But, this does not mean they are incapable of identifying as 

K’iche’ or Maya in the future, the same way I have done.  Discussing these issues and 

familial history openly may be the first step toward that direction. 

 The third and fourth groups consist of children who have either adopted a dual 

identity in which they incorporate themselves into both the Maya and Latino 

communities; or retain their Maya identity and reject a Latino/Hispanic label.  Children 

who identify as only Maya and reject a Latino/Hispanic identity, tend to be the children 
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of active community members.  Other youth who recognize themselves as both Maya and 

Latino tend to be from similar backgrounds and often participate in Maya programs and 

celebrations.  Sometimes other factors may influence their identity, such as being born in 

Guatemala where they may have a memory of Maya culture, or have an elder involved in 

their process in recovering their identity.  Although many recognize their indigenous 

background, they also believe that they are a part of the Latino/Hispanic community since 

they share many personal and cultural similarities in music and food as well as relating 

on various political and social issues such as immigration, discrimination, 

marginalization from Euro-Americans, and survival within rough neighborhoods.  

Expression of Maya identity and culture has been reconstructed within the United States 

in many forms and is still developing among the children of Maya in Los Angeles.  I will 

provide three case studies involving four children of Maya to better illustrate the third 

and fourth group. 

Sonia is a sixteen year old K’iche’ born in Xela, Quetzaltenango who arrived to 

the US to reunite and live with her parents residing in Los Angeles.  Her father left the 

family when Sonia was only twenty-days old and her mother joined him when she was 

two.  As a result, Sonia was left and raised by her grandmother in Xela who spoke to her 

in K’iche’ until she immigrated to the US in 2004 at the age of nine.  Currently, she has 

an eight year old sister and a two year old brother who were both born in the United 

States.  She identifies both as K’iche’ and Latina, thus placing her within the third 

category. 
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 Upon her arrival to Los Angeles, Sonia was stuck by the differences in life and 

social behavior to those that she experienced in Guatemala.  This included the need to 

learn English and the exposure to “new” races, particularly African Americans and 

Asians.  Moreover, Sonia noted that in comparison to Guatemala, Los Angeles had more 

freedoms and less poverty.  In comparison to Xela, she has never worn traje in Los 

Angeles.  Again, it was under the guidance of her grandmother that she wore traje in 

Xela before her departure.  In contrast, her mother wears traje at fiestas but does not 

obligate her to do the same.  With traje being one of the most visible forms of Maya 

identity, Sonia has been able to utilize language to sustain her roots. 

When asked, “What does being Maya/K’iche’ mean to you,” Sonia responded by 

saying that it “means language, you’re from your country [Guatemala].”  These 

sentiments may have been based on the fact that while her grandmother only spoke to her 

in K’iche’ in Guatemala, whereas her parents only speak to her in Spanish in Los 

Angeles.  As a result, when she learned about the Maya language program through one of 

her high school teachers, she decided to attend the courses in the summer of 2009.  Sonia 

claims that most of her family are K’iche’ in which some of her ten cousins, most born in 

the US, wanted to learn the maternal language of their parents.  Two of them actually 

attended a few of the courses with Sonia which included her younger ten and eight year 

old cousins.  While Sonia expresses pride in her Maya heritage through her language, she 

is hesitant to express some of her identity in public.  In response to questions regarding 

her comfort level of speaking K’iche’ or wearing her traje around her friends from school 
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who are predominately Latino, she said she was comfortable with speaking K’iche’, but 

not wearing traje. 

Sonia demonstrates the difficulties immigrant children have in maintaining Maya 

culture practiced in Guatemala in Los Angeles.  At the same time, she reveals how young 

Maya immigrants have been able to tap into other sources, in this case language, to 

express her identity and resist the assimilationist efforts of the US.  Sonia’s case also 

exposes the importance elders have in transmitting culture to the younger generation.  

Many of these issues were also visible among two Q’anjob’al sisters, Maria and Nancy 

who were introduced in the previous chapter. 

 I first met Maria after she performed in her father’s marimba group during el dia 

de Esquipulas celebration at a Catholic Church located in Pico-Union in which I asked 

for the interview.  The interview took place at Carlos’s, Maria’s father, store, also located 

in Pico-Union.  There he sells ropa tipica, shoes and ships packages to Guatemala.  At 

the time of the interview he had three daughters, Maria, Nancy a five year old, and 

another on the way.  Carlos began by telling me about the issues with talking with 

anthropologists whom are viewed as taking their knowledge and turning it into their own 

profits.  He told me that the questions should be general and nothing too deep or personal.  

I agreed and promised that I would keep the questions general. 

 I began the interview with Carlos with Maria standing next to him throughout the 

interview.  Given his uncertainty of anthropologists and academics, I believe he wanted 

to talk to me before interviewing his daughter and in order to get a better understanding 

of my research and who I was.  Carlos started by saying that he was from Santa Eulalia 
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and came to the US in 1986 at the age of fifteen due to “pobreza” and stressed the limited 

economic opportunities that existed in Guatemala.  He cites his inability to afford new 

shoes and the poverty suffered by his father as examples of this pobreza.  While Carlos 

wanted to become a teacher, he was de-motivated when people began telling him about 

fees for school, books and uniforms required to access the educational system.  As a 

result, he decided to migrate to Los Angeles where he had a cousin living.  Today he 

owns his own business and also serves as a court interpreter in the Q’anjob’al language. 

While arriving to Los Angeles in the mid-1980s, a period that already had a 

significant Q’anjob’al population, Carlos claims that it was not until he met his wife that 

he began to speak Q’anjob’al on a constant basis.  Carlos says that when he first came to 

the US he was young and full of “ignorancia” and at first was somewhat ashamed of his 

indigenous culture and skin color.39

                                                 
39 This was in response to my question: “Why or how did you teach your child about Maya 

culture?” When asking this question, I told him that the reason I ask this is because there are some parents 
who are either ashamed or either do not have time to teach culture as well as for a variety of reasons. 

  Upon his arrival, he began to go to church where he 

interacted with Latinos from Mexico, El Salvador as well as other Mayas but who were 

from other linguistic groups such as Kachiquel and K’iche’.  Consequently, he was 

unable to talk to other people in Q’anjob’al and mainly spoke Spanish and at times felt as 

if he could not speak it fluently.  He was able to preserve his identity after joining a 

marimba group which allowed him to spread his culture.  This is the basis for his desire 

to have his children participate in marimba groups since he does not want his children to 

lose their Maya culture.  Carlos holds that culture can be transmitted through music and 

thus proposing a method for the development of cultural memory within US-born Maya. 
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After asking him “What problems do you see facing Maya children in attempting 

to preserve their culture and identity in Los Angeles?” Carlos claims that one of the 

challenges the youth faces is the same ignorancia he experienced as a young person.  He 

claims that it would be a privilege to have those principles and that it is a false premise 

that indigenous culture and language do not have any value.  Moreover, Carlos suggests 

that when the Maya arrive to the US, they try to change their image once in the US where 

commodities changes people.  He shared his own experiences of coming to the US and 

having access to hot and clean water and carpet flooring which were not available in 

Santa Eulalia.  In addition, Carlos claims that Maya children are not at fault for not 

having a greater familiarity to their culture since the US system does not allow parents to 

teach them their maternal language and recognizes that parents need to be more 

responsible in inculcating and preserving their culture.40

 Maria identifies as Maya and rejects a Latino and Hispanic label.  To her, being 

Maya meant speaking the language, using traje and knowing your background and 

history.  Maria says that she gets upset at the fact that some children are embarrassed of 

their Maya culture and believes that “they should be proud.”  Maria speaks semi-fluent 

Q’anjob’al and participated in the 2008 Maya language program. 

  He notes that after 500 years 

Maya culture has existed, but acknowledges that not everyone will be able to maintain it 

in the US.  After my interview with Carlos, he left to attend to his business leaving me 

the opportunity to interview Maria.   

                                                 
40 Carlos did not specify what he meant by US system but he seemed to imply US institutions such 

as education and society as a whole. 
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Maria performs in two marimba groups, the one with her father and the marimba 

group consisted of US-born Maya.  She says that she began eight years ago with the 

marimba youth group, but claims that the band always wants to play cumbia rather than 

sones which are the traditional Maya songs.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, they 

have performed throughout California and in states such as Nebraska and Arizona.  

Moreover, Maria states that her male cousins make fun of her for playing marimba 

because it’s generally been a male dominated musical practice.  Maria was also involved 

in an all girl danza group which performed at fiestas.  The group consisted of ten girls 

and was five years old at the time of the interview.  According to Maria, while some of 

the girls were happy to be part of the group, others were only there since their parents 

forced them to join and became upset which had a negative impact on their practices.  

Maria also participated in the search for the first Princesa Maya to represent Maya 

communities in Los Angeles, and was one of the finalists.  Overall, Maria is very active 

in the community, visible through her extra-curricular activities. 

After my interview with Maria, Carlos informed me that Nancy also wanted to be 

interviewed.  This request was something which I could not deny, especially since I am 

interested in having the voices of the children of Maya represented in the literature.  In 

regards to her identity, Nancy said that she was Hispanic which is what she claims she 

identifies with on “school forms.”  At the same time, she was also aware of her Maya 

identity which she says is “something really special, it’s cool.”  When I asked her what 

made her feel more in touch with Maya culture she said through the marimba, 

ceremonies, and accompanying her father in talking to elders. 
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 Nancy understands Q’anjob’al but can not speak it and wants to learn the 

language. Nancy suggests that Maria had an advantage in learning Q’anjob’al since their 

grandmother took care of her and spoke Q’anjob’al to Maria.  In comparison Nancy was 

taken care of by her aunt who also took care of other children, most were of Mexican 

descent, and mainly spoke Spanish.  Nancy took part of the language courses offered in 

the summer of 2008 and 2009, in which she learned to speak a few words in Q’anjob’al. 

Nancy, like Maria, is highly immersed in Maya culture and history.  This was 

made further evident when Nancy informed me that she has read and finished the Popol 

Vuh.  While reading it, she “felt like part of [the book],” since it goes back in history.41

While Maria only identifies as Maya, Nancy at the moment holds a dual identity 

which places them into the fourth and third category respectively.  While they identify 

differently at the moment, the sisters are tapping into their language, playing the marimba 

and reading their history through the Popol Vuh among other activities, to preserve their 

identities.  In terms of resistance, Maria’s rejection of a Hispanic/Latino identity is 

combating an imposed identity created by the US.  Whether or not Nancy will follow her 

sister’s example is yet to be determined.  Yet, her identification as a Maya is still an act 

of resistance since she is maintaining her memory of a Maya past against the 

  I 

then asked her what she would tell other Maya children who might feel ashamed about 

their culture.  In response, she said they should pass it on to their kids and that she plans 

to do what her father is doing with her and her sisters. 

                                                 
41 Similar to Cindy’s experience, when I read the Popol Vuh for the first time I felt a part of the 

book since it was my history that I was reading. 
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assimilationist efforts of the US which forces her to identify as Hispanic on “school 

forms.” 

Both Maria and Nancy are highly active in the Maya community in Los Angeles.  

This can be attributed by their own motivation to engage in their culture as well as their 

father’s willingness to involve and support them in these activities.  The role of elders in 

transmitting Maya culture is seen with Maria’s higher command of Q’anjob’al.  Other 

children of Maya also benefit from their elders. 

Michael, who migrated to Los Angeles at the age of seven, is a twenty-five year 

old who self-identifies “as a Kachiquel mixed Guatemalteco” which I consider to be a 

dual identity since one is indigenous and the other non-indigenous.  As a result, Michael 

is characteristic of the third category.  When I asked Michael “What does being Maya 

mean to you?” he responded by saying: 

Being Maya means I am remembering my great grandparents, my nan’  
[grandmother], my mom. I am honoring my past and my present. I am defining  
the future of my family’s identity. Maya equals struggle, pride, dignity,

 indigenous.  
 
According to Michael, most of his knowledge about his Guatemalan and Maya 

culture was learned through his grandmother and mother.  Through them, he was able to 

recover his familial history such as how his family was uprooted from Xela in the 1940s 

after the military pushed them out; that his great grandfather was a Maya priest; how 

ceremonies were conducted in private since it was illegal to practice non-catholic rituals 
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in public.42

When I asked him, “Has anyone ever teased you or treated you different for being 

Maya? How did that make you feel?” he responded with: 

  Moreover he declares that his father does not identify as Maya since he has a 

poor relationship with his family who are mostly mestizos.  While Michael claims he 

does not know how to speak Kachiquel, he claims that his nan’ has taught him a few 

words.  He says that after his family was “displaced from Xelaju to the city of 

Guatemala,” his family lost their language, although his grandmother is able to 

understand some of it.  As a result, Michael is motivated to re-learn his ancestral 

language and “pass it down to [his] family, especially to the younger generations of [his] 

family here in the US and in Guatemala.”   

I was treated as a Latino the moment I stepped in Los Angeles. As an elementary 
school student my complete ethnic identity was inexistent…I knew my family and 
myself were from Guatemala but somehow crossing two borders and the fear of 
being caught by la migra made me automatically want to blend in with the Latino, 
Mexicano identity. It was easier…no explanations to answer to. Plus, people 
found it easy to just assume [that I was Latino. When I was fourteen], my 
grandmother was approved for a US Visa and she was able to come. During her 
stay I asked her if we were Latino. “Ladino?!” she responded, “para nada. 
Nosotros somos indios. Ladinos son gente que renuncian a su pasado indio. 
Nosotros somos Kachiquel de Quetzaltenango.”43

 
 

He continued by explaining that they continued to discuss the differences between 

Latinos in the US and Ladinos in Guatemala, concluding that “either [identity] can erase 

our indigenous identity” while simultaneously acknowledging that people can find unity 

                                                 
42 While Xela is a predominantly K’iche’ region, he holds that his family are Kachiquel. In the 

beginning of my research, I thought my family was Kachiquel as well. I later found out that we were 
K’iche’ after someone told me there were Kachiqueles in Xela which was later confirmed by my abuelita. 

43 I quote Michael here at length, since his response captures much of what I have argued, and I 
felt that rather than reiterate what he said myself, I would give someone else the opportunity to speak for 
themselves. 
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and empowerment in either identity.  Michael’s conversation with his grandmother 

complicates what it means to be Latino in Los Angeles. 

Since Michael began identifying as Kachiquel, he has had various reactions in 

which people who are also Maya discuss life in Guatemala, customs and language, 

whereas others make racist jokes and slurs.  But to date, Michael has not participated in 

Maya cultural activities or associated with any Maya organizations.44

I wore the huipil, liston and corte…Being able to put the clothing allowed me to  

  In addition, he was 

unaware of any Maya programs with the exception of Contacto Ancestral.  Furthermore, 

Michael shares that he has worn a complete woman’s traje, which belonged to his 

grandmother that allowed him to express his history, culture and gender.  Again I quote 

him at length in order to prevent from altering his words and change their meaning: 

[fantasize] who I really was/am. My legal status, sexuality, and gender identity 
come in hand with my ethnicity since they all have been deprived at some point. I 
actually performed this in public. I pretty much re-enacted the scene as I’m in the 
bathroom, change into my grandma’s clothes and dance the traditional marimba 
steps she taught me herself…I dance both the female and male roles…I alternate. 
It was fun...I wanted to bring my culture and…queer identity to some light. I’m 
not too vocal about either one...well, now I am…if I could I would wear the corte 
and huipil all the…time. 

 
Michael’s performance challenged what it means to be Maya while simultaneously 

expressing his Maya and queer identity by wearing a woman’s traje which many 

conservative Mayas may have viewed as taboo.  Michael’s process of recovering his 

Maya roots was achieved through oral communication with his grandmother and mother.  

                                                 
44 The only exception was his participation of EcoMaya which according to him is: 
a family festival that promotes conscious healthy living. It has made me feel as if I belong. 
Watching people dance marimba reminds me of fiestas in Guatemala. The food, the music, the 
people are familiar. I have a sense of belonging.” 
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As we have seen with some of the other children of Maya, it is an internal desire and 

motivation that led him to recover his identity.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

Since Spanish colonization, the Maya developed strategies towards cultural 

resistance against European culture and assimilationist efforts of the nation state that now 

includes the US.  While formal colonialism ended in Guatemala, the imposed identity 

indio placed a heterogeneous people under a single label that justified their domination, 

oppression and destruction.  This form of harsh repression was overtly visible during the 

thirty-six year Guatemalan civil war where thousands of Mayas were massacred, raped, 

disappeared and displaced.  As a result, many of those that stayed remained under an 

unjust and unequal power system that favors Ladinos and keeps Mayas impoverished, 

malnourished and silent within the political system and state institutions. 

For those who were forced to flee Guatemala from death and terror during the 

war, and from starvation, hunger and the necessity for sheer survival of their families as a 

result of harsh inequality and poverty; thousands found “refuge” in Los Angeles where 

they confronted another set of power relations that discriminated against them and their 

indigenous identity and culture.  Anti-immigrant sentiments push many within the 

shadow of society, but in Los Angeles this has also meant the Mayas need to assimilate 

into the Latino community which can also be a space for marginalization.  To be sure, not 

all Latinos discriminate against the Maya, especially considering that as we have seen in 

this study, some children of Maya identify as both Latino and Maya. 
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The children of Maya in Los Angeles are currently in the process of 

reconstructing, developing and recovering their identity and culture away from their 

ancestral territories.  They have resisted imposed identities (indios, Latinos, and 

Hispanic) by reaffirming their Maya roots and history through the use of cultural memory 

that has manifested in various channels.  These include the marimba, traje, language, oral 

communication with elders, literature, ceremonies and religious celebrations.  Each one 

of us has found a way to keep our memory of our ancestors, our history and our culture 

alive in many of these practices, activities, actions and spaces.  While some children of 

Maya are maintaining an identity that they have always recognized and known, some of 

us are in the process of re-claiming and recovering our Maya identity that is oppressed in 

Los Angeles. 

Many of us will never live and settle in Guatemala permanently which continues 

to be characterized by violence and poverty.  As a result, we are now left with the 

responsibility to keep our identity and culture alive against the institutional forces that 

marginalizes and silences indigenous voices.  This also means questioning and critiquing 

what it means to be Maya in an urban environment in the US.  In addition, we also need 

to challenge what it means to be Latino, Hispanic and Guatemalan; all identities that are 

still being negotiated in Los Angeles.  The need for educational programs and spaces to 

practice and openly discuss Maya culture and identity as well as the marginalization 

within both the Maya and Latino community are essential.  Such spaces already exist like 

the Maya language course and fiestas where Maya children have the ability to practices 

their culture with their family, friends and others. 
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The Maya in Los Angeles thus contribute to our understanding of coloniality of 

power, resistance and cultural memory.  While colonialism has ended, imposed identities 

continue to justify the marginalization of the Maya.  Moreover, Eurocentric thought and 

European culture continue to be viewed as superior to indigenous entities leading to new 

imposed identities such as Hispanic and Latino to categorize all Latin Americans in the 

US.  Even when some Mayas reaffirm their identity in Los Angeles, the forces of 

coloniality continues to create an authentic Maya and Latino, degree of embarrassment, 

self-hate and internalized racism.  This is evident if we recall Sonia’s hesitation to wear 

traje among her Latina friends. 

In examining Mayas in Los Angeles, I have refrained from romanticizing 

resistance by acknowledging various forms of systems of domination within this 

repressed community.  This includes the marginalization of women and queer identity.  

The former is clear through the experiences of Maria and Nancy who were made fun of 

by their male cousins for playing marimba, a traditional male activity.  The latter can be 

seen through Michael’s statement that if he could wear the woman’s traje all the time, he 

would.  While I was unable to further explore his statement, I believe that given some of 

the machismo that exists in both the Maya and Latino community, his actions would have 

been viewed negatively by some of the more conservative members of the community.  

At the same time, I have combated reductionist tendencies by acknowledging that 

resistance is manifested through cultural memory which can be as simple as reaffirming 

Maya identity.  
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Future research will need to further investigate the impact of class and US legal 

status within the conservation of indigenous culture among youth.  In addition, more 

interviews need to be conducted with the children of Maya in order to understand the 

other methods in which they identify and express themselves as well as reinforce the 

findings discussed here.  Other topics that need to be further explored are whether or not 

the Maya view themselves as members of the Latino community which is consisted of a 

heterogeneous group of people.  If so, what does it mean to be Latino in Los Angeles?  

Does identifying as Latino suggest becoming ladinized, a process that the Maya have 

been resisting for centuries?  What are the consequential differences of identifying as 

Latino between Maya immigrants and Maya children?  It would be easy and convenient 

for academics to brush the Maya under the Latino or Hispanic community, but that act 

within itself would take away the agency of the Maya to identify themselves.  What role 

does education have in promoting Maya identity? 

In what manner can marginalized groups marginalize other groups or discriminate 

others internally?  More specifically, how can identities based off of self-empowerment 

such as Chicano/a serve to discriminate or silence other repressed identities such as 

Zapotec or Maya?  What are the consequences, if any, in identifying as Latino or 

Hispanic within Maya organizations, celebrations and entities?  Do homosexual Mayas 

feel discriminated against within the community?  How do they express their queer 

identity?  Does their queer identity and ethnicity go hand in hand as Michael has 

determined? 
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In this work I have demonstrated that some Maya youth are aware, preserving and 

reconstructing their Maya culture and identity in Los Angeles while many others are 

apathetic and/or unaware of an indigenous past and memory.  This is the first step in 

recovering Maya identity from the perspective of a self-identified Maya within academia.  

More efforts should be realized and I will work towards these ends.  In conclusion, within 

the last 500 years, Maya culture has been continuously transforming across time and 

space; this process is still present, evident with its survival and reconstruction among the 

children of Maya in Los Angeles. 

Jose Batz Tacam died in 1992 at the age of ninety, five-hundred years after the 

“discovery” of the Americas and a few months before I arrived to Guatemala for the first 

time as a seven-year old.  Jose was my great-grandfather and a K’iche’-Maya from 

Totonicapán whose existence I was unaware of until late-2009.  He migrated to Xela, 

Quetzaltenango and had three children, among them my abuelo Antonio Batz.  Antonio 

then migrated to Guatemala City where he had seven children with Clara Coyoy Ixcot, in 

Guatemala City where my father Miguel Angel Batz was born and raised. 

Clara, also a K’iche’, was born in 1921 in Xela, Quetzaltenango.  Like many 

Maya women of her generation, she never attended school, is illiterate and remained 

barefoot until the mid-1950s.  Clara migrated from Xela to Guatemala City in the early 

1940s and later migrated to the United States in the 1980s.  She was to join Miguel who 

migrated to Los Angeles in 1982 with my mother and then two-month older brother. 

My brief family history described above is no longer “hidden” from me.  I now 

carry with me my ancestor’s legacy through my memories of a distant land and my Maya 
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past.  I will do my best to honor them by remembering that past in the United States and 

away from the land where my abuelos were born, lived and died. 
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